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Holland City News.
yol. XV -NO.

HOLLAND,

16.

LOCAL ITEMS.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

The Muskegon Democrat is now num-

WHOLE

22, 1886.

If you desire advertisingspace in the

NO.

717.

has cleaned up the premises of all under-

Premium List of the second annual Fair brush and it is truly an luvltiogplace. We
The Fremont Indicator has a new head- crat is tinder the efficient charge of Frank of the South Ottawa and West Allegan found several guests at the hotel and
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.
ing.
Bracelin and has a prosperous appearance. Agriculturar Society you must consult everything wai lively and tended to enTerm* of Snbtoriptlon
either the editor of the News, or the Sec- courage our belief that Macatawa Grove
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$175 if
Strawberriessold for 12 cents per box
The railroad has commenced issuing
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
retary of thn association, Mr. A. Viss- will this seasou be still more popular than
this week.
excursiontickets to Maca»awn, and the
paid at six months
cher, within the next week or ten days.
ever before. Landlord Ryder of the Park
boat has carried on an average twenty
beisd among our exchanges. The Demo-

,

Kate* o.' advertliing made known on application.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three

changes.

Even an

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2 per annum.
Notices of Births,Marriages, and Deaths pubIshed without charge for subscribers.
0F"AI1 advertlslnt'bills collectablequarterly.
I

THIS

auction flag looks too red

In sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

PROVIN,

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Agent.
Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Hotel,

RAPIDSi MICH.

business giwdotjj.
Coaaluloakerchint.

T)EACn, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and

JJ

Wilms

a real onion.

trip.

is visiting

through its transitory scullion

chrysalis state and is fast developing Into

His honor,

her pa-

rents and friends in Frankwell, Wis.

Mayor McBride, has

alms on the streets.

prohib-

to

Wm. Whipple, ol Hudsonville,

Drugs, Medl-

in

County

the city

for that occasion.

last

J.

M. Koning, of Muskegon, was in
Thursday. He has accepted

fa

Druggist and Pharmacist;a

the Common Counposition with D. L. Barber, of Saugashould be carefully read tuck, and will make that town his future

The proceedingsof

clnes, Paints. Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
an den Bern’s Family Medicines. River Street. cil in this issue

s

by

all

citizens.

place of residence.

t0 ^e bus-

01 f500<*9 aPPert4*nin8

Lost:— A gold bracelet. The finder will
funltan.

Carpets, Coffins,Plctnre Frames,etc.; River St.

AN PUTTEN,

G. & SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.
Eoteli,

fUTY HOTEL, Geo. N.

Williams,Proprietor.
hotel In the city. Is located in the business center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state, Free bns In connection with the hotel.

\J

The only

day

well

Tillie

Van Schelven.

-

-----

Col. Bain invites people of any and

all

views on the temperance question to be

Tuesday evening.
He says “come and let us have a good

present at his lecture

“Burr Robbins’ New Consolidated square
exhibit this city

talk

reports

twine around the headstonesand strew

her singing was anxiously waited for.
who once left loved ones and home, to She was well received and heartily apbattle for our country's freedom, but now plauded. We hope some time Id the
lie sleeping under the green sod of our future to again. have an opportunity of
hearing her. Profs. Wellensteln and
quiet cemeteries.
Lawson’s solos on the piano and ’cello
The various organizations and societies were each listened to with rapt attention.
to which Dr. R. B. Best belonged have Miss Miller sustainedher former reputapassed appropriate resolutions on bis de- tion here and made still more friends.
mise, ordered them spread on the min “Music lends enchantmentto the soul”
utes of each society, and requested and it was with feelings of regret that the
that they be printed in the News. Owing audience discoveredthat the concert wai
to our limited amount of space we are at an end, the program having been faithovef the graves of our dear

boys in

blue,,

obliged to omit them.

about it.”

fully carried out.

Railroad Shows” will

Osaera Cialirs.

V

-

please leave at this office or return to Miss

VfEYER, BROUWER A CO., Dealers In all
1*1 kinds of Furniture, Curtains, Wall Paper,

"IT

to

The concert given by Profs. Wellensteln

NightwatchmanOdell

A good move and we

this city last

in

and treatment who are

tel.

have secured Rev. George F. Hunting, of

T'YOESBURG.J.O. Dealer In Drags and Medl- Drain Commissioner, was
LJ clnes. Paints and OUs, Brushes, Ac. Physlclans prescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth 8t. Tuesday.

T17AL8H, HEBER,

course of erection at the Park, besides the

to us aod Lawson, and Miss Alice Waltz and
that
he
has
arrested
and
taken
charge
of
Don’t forget the game of Base Ball at hope Marshal Vaupell will see that the orMiss Anna Miller at the Opera House last
twenty
tramps
since
he
began
petroling
the Fair Grounds next Friday afternoon. der is enforced.
week Friday night was an excellent one
—
the streetsat night. To have the many
and would have drawn a full house if it
Ald. Harrington is building a new tramps that infest this community taken
Too much vacation and too little work
had not been for the heavy rain storm
residence next to his present one on care of at night is alone worth the salary
is spoiling a great many boys in this city.
which prevailedduring the whole evenNinth street. The foundation is already that officer Odell earns. Keep it up
ing. As it was a moderate but enthusiasR. C. Hatheway, of Grand Rapids, laid and the carpenter work is being “Charlie.”
tic audience greeted them. The artists
made this office a pleasant call this week. pushed forward.
Save up your choicest flowers and hand each acquitted themselves to the entire
As we go to press we learn that the
Read the Special Notices of L. & S.
them to the committee for Memorial Day, satisfactionof those present. This being
VandenBerge.They will trim hats for committee on speaker for Memorial Day
the first appearance here of Miss Waltz

Crags sal kellclcu.

V

rights.” There are several cottagesin

circular pavilion which promises to be a
most imposing and beautiful structure.
and enjoyingthat one great blessing,viz.,
It is located about midway between the
good health. The Doctor will visit here
two large hills and the distance to Lake
again Monday, May 24th, at the City HoMichigan and the Bay is about equal.

the PresbyterianChurch of Kalamazoo,

fTAN PCTTEN, Wm., Dealer In

constantly receivinggrand

beggars of all sorts from soliciting

ited

dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office In Brick
nothing.
•tore,corner Eighth and Fish streets.

V

is

wise enough to place themselves under hit
care

is passing

week from an extended western

TO LOAN.

lucious but oderiferous vegetable,

botanically belongingto the genus allium,

sold last Saturday.

Mrs. P. H.

GRAND

That

Sixty extra copies of the News were

Ex-Mayoh W. H. Beach returned this

L. 8.

Dr. Hess

testimonials from patients who have been

PAPtH

MONEY

Hotel was busy getting “things put to

passengers per day during the past week.

these days.

first-class

pHGJNIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.
J. Located near the C. W. M. R’y depot, has

on Tuesday, June

Last Wednesday afternoon we visited

8.

The

beautiful evenings are

now made

Th* New Park.

and watched Mr. Bid- miserable to the residents in the neighborCapt. W. A. Gavett, Treasurer M. W.
P. T. Bakncm’s “Great Show” will be
ack train the numerous horses he has hood of the corner of Eighth and Cedar
Rose
and Messrs. Arthur Meigs, J. Miner
n Grand Rapids July 14. He won’t cornu
there under his care and control. We streets by the horrible sounds from the
and Geo. N. Davis of the West Michigan
to Holland this year.
must confess that wc were astonished at horns of the new band practicing in one
Park Association aod ContractorRawson
of the rooms over Harrington’sstore. In
It may not be singular but it is a fact the work he is doing.
visited tbe park of the Association on the
the course of a few weeks, however, they
that nobody has heard of a barkeeper
North side of Macatawa Bay on lost TuesSome of the Michigan editors are going wil! produce something different.
striking for eight hours.
day. The tract of laud has been surveyed
to Niagara Falls upon an excursion the
the Fair Grounds

-

-

-----

We are pleased to announce that on and it is found that the propertyis much
June. The balance of the
good facilities for the traveling public, and Its
jlvn. frosts of last Saturday and Sunday
table Is unsurpassed. Free back for accommoeditors in the State will visit Holland the Tuesday evening next, May 25th, at Ly- nearer the government pier than was supdation of guests.
nights have injured, to some extent, the
ceum Opera House we have the return posed. Tbe land has been nearly all platast week of that month.
imftll fruits in this section.
Limy as! Sals Stablu.
ectureofCol. Geo. W. Bain, the Ken- ted and as soon as the work is completed
<fc

vyiBBELfNK, J.

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.

IV

first week in

List of lettersremaining in the post

Col. Bain promises what he calls a
‘shaking up,” on the Temperance ques-

tucky orator, who,

it

will be remembered,

an excursion will be given to tbe stock-

May 20, 1880: gave one of the most pleasing lectures of holders to enable them to select sites for
Stephen Hartwell, Lee Law, Miss Julia ast winter’s course. The lecture Tues- cottages. A grand celebration will bo
Xasafaotorlsi, Xlllt, Steps, Xtc.
tion next Tuesday evening.
Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.
.TTAN RAALTE, B., dealearin Farm Impleday evening, being on Col. Bain’s favorite given at tbe park July 5, and excursions
V menu and machinery. Cor. River and Late last week Friday afternoon this
from all points in Western Michigan will
Ninth Streets.
The Board of Health should attend to subject “Temperance.” We presume it
section was visited by e very heavy wine
will exceed everything we have had this be run there. Arrangements will alio bo
all partiesthrowing refuse into the river
VAN DER VKN, J. M.. Manufacturesthe best that bordered on a cyclone.
made bjr the Association to royally enterV 5 cent cigar made. Havanna filled.Smoke
and bay. There is a heavy penalty atthem. For sale by all dealers. 2-ly.
tain tbe West Michigan Press Association
A committee of the Council of Hope tached to committingan offense of this Through the kindness of Supervisor when they come Jnne 14. About a half
VkyslolMi.
kind, and it would be well for offenders Van Duren we are enabled to give our
College are making arrangements to Jet
dozen new Dimes were added to tbe lift of
Physicianand Surgeon. Resto “look a little out.”
readers a few figures from the tax roll, and
JA. Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8t. the contract of running De Hope. <v
memben on Monday and probably the
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Ofsome statistics which ho has collected in
list will be closed Thursday. Tbe capital
We are given to understandthat parlies
fice hoars from 11 s.m. to 12 m., and from
to 6 p.m
The Captain for the Life Saving Stamaking the rounds.” The total valuain Grand Rapids, stockholdersin the new
stock
of tbe company is $10,000, divided
TTATES, O. E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office tion at tbia port has been selected.His
tion of the real estate of the city as fixed
X at realdencs on the corner of River and former residence was St. Joseph.
into 400 shares, of which each subscriber
park association,are taking steps toward
by the Board of Review is $595,935;Per
Eleventhatreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
must take four, entitling themselves to a
having a grand celebration at Macatawa
Ledeboer.
sonal estate $278,450; Total, $809,435.
deed of a lot 50x100 feet as near aa a conThe
West
Michigan
Park
Association on July 5. Will the citizens of Holland
Watohu ul Jsvilry.
The number of birtha io the city the paat
tour
of tbe ground will permit, and be a
co-operate
with
them
?
yesterday bought about 20 seres more isnd
office at Holland, Mich.,

Whelan.

season.

_

__

ft

REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
uealer In fancy goods. Comer of Market just north

li

XJ

year waa75; The number of deatba was 88,

joint

of their preaent property.

Last Tuesday a large party of people

and Eighth streets.

It has been a long time since we have
Watches,Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce- seen a drill of our fire companies,

TITTKBUYSENj li., dealer In
v

f

dar streets.

would be well to do a

little practicin,

Dec. 87.

D. L. Boyd, W. M.
0. Briyman, Ssc'y.

Knighti of Libor.
Harmony Assembly,No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet in Odd Fellowsr Hall every week. AH commnulcatlonsshould b« addressed to

Harmony Loot Box,
Holland. Mich

paM.

opened Monday morning.
those who expect to attend to

We

advise

secure their

seats early.

Editor A. 8. Kedzie,

of the

Grand Ha-

ven Herald, was in the city last Saturday

Sheriff

Woltman

recently went to 8t

year

ago. He

Memorial Say.

\

The public meeting called by

\

The summer

resort craze has even R. Post
it

for last

Monday

tbe

evening, at

G. A.

which

was intended to take steps toward ob-

this

now. When

anything to beat Hol- serving Memorial Day, proved

fishing,then they

a sensation.

can

and

better baas

begin to eoter into

competitionwith

we

Eggs
25C.

AH.

Richard F.

again present severs

freight Special Notices from Dr.

neatly printed, and is one of the best re

the best for the least money.

publican papers in the state.

Next Friday

.

(WHOLBUALI.)

of

Base Ball between

a

to

a match game
club from Grand

afternoon

ifew G. A. R.

men and

one citizen. Feei-

ng rather ashamed of this state of affairs

ud desiring to properly observe the day

few

citlzeos held

a meeting on

last

buriday night io tbe parlors of the City
which it was resolved to observe
day on Saturday, May 29, and an ex-

otel at
e

ecutive committee was appointed, consist-

Michigan.”

assembly of the Knights of Labor will
In this issue

complete

log of Messrs. L. T. Kanters, C. L. Waring, and G. J. Diekema, who were instructed to appoint sub-committeeswhich
Trevellick, of Detroit, they did aa follows:

one of the regular lecturers of the general

community yes-

a

any reaort can supplant failure as there was no one present except

Macatawa. Until that
time all of the so-called resorts on
In painting your buildings we would ask
this shore of Lake Michigan, will have
the reader to recollectthat R. Kanters &
to "play second fiddle” to our popSons have for sale a preparedpaint that la
ular aod growing “Coney Island of
unequaled. Read their new advertise
/

a reporter hard pressed for

pay you.

Something struck

land

It ia

apeak on the labor question at the Opera
W. Van Putten House to-night, Saturday evening, under
who has a full aod complete Hue o the auspices of Harmony Assembly of this
depot all day and evening.
Paints, Oils, Brushes and White Lead city. There will be no admissioncharged
The Allegan Qautte recently complete! When you need anything in this Hue cal
and all working men and women and
its third year. The Oatette is well edited
on him and be asiured that you will get
manufacturersare moat cordially invited

(WH0L1SAU.)

Etc.

97.

says that the story and con- better sailing facilities,

fession entire originatedin the brain o

and visited our pleasing summer resorts ment in another column and then call at
on Macatawa Bay.
the store and learn their prices. It wil

and gave exhibitionsnear the

Prodnoi, Etc.

'

is

is 144;

Louis to secure the tramp who murdered the enjoyment of the splendid ride of aix
Farmer McLain near Coopersvilleone miles down our magnificent Bay, furnish

terday called the “Palace Car Aquarium,

Onis, ?Md,

very the number of cows

heavy fog which prevailed on the Bay the

his Ice Cream Parlors

F. & A. X.
open and invitesthe weary public to ca
Regular Communicationof Unity Lodci,
and
refresh themselves with a dish of cood
No. 191, F. <b A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock, on Wednesday cream.
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14,
May 18, Jnne 16, July 14, Aug. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18,
The diagram for Bain’s lecture will be
Nor. 10, Dec. 8. St. John.s days June 84, and

KIT

to the

county seat.

A

20 to

House. Owing

in the entire property.

bringing a sleepy lot of passengers.

Lander has

$ur

the Macatawa

The number of horses In the city

struck the quiet city of Grand Haven, our

J&ifittiM.

87-J

this city attended the opening o

boat was unable to return until morning,

boys.

_-

from

owner

one death to about every 125 Inhabitants.

or

attend. Mr. Trevellick baa been lectur-

ing during the past four

mouths Id

the

southern and western states and will un-

Speaker— Mayor McBride, Messrs. W.
H. Besch, C. J. De Koo, W. Z. Bangs.
Flowers aod Decoratioui—B. Van Putten, W. C. Walsh, D. Gilmore.
Music— C. L. Waring and J. Nykerk.
Finance— L. T. Kanters and G. J. Van
Duren.
Invitation— F. G. Churchilland W. H.
Rogers.
Grenada— R. E. Werkmsn, H. Te Roller and Jas. Huntley.
Committee on Reception— Mayor McBride, J. O. Post, W. H. Beach.
Order of the Day— Officersof the G. A.

The contractorsfor the new buildin
R. Post.
(OomeUd awry Frida* bu IF. H. Beach.)
Haven and tjie College nine will be played doubtedly give some iotereatlogpoints on
The program was not completed at this
Buckwheat, 45c; Bran, J9 100 fts., 70c; Barley at Macatawa for the West Michigan Park
the labor movement in general throughout
cwi,$1.10, Clover seed, tt ba.|5.40; Corn Meal Association arrived last Monday and work at the Fair Groundfi The match, it la exmeeting and will not be until the commitpected, will be an interestingand exciting the country.
tees have dooe their work. It appeared
was commenced immediately.
to be tbe general aentimentof the meetone and all loven of the Nationalgame
Last Saturday wo visited Macatawa, ing, however, to hold the exercises in the
In order to oppose the Clipper the Ce- should not fail to be present.
and stopped for a brief visit with Land- “College Grove” and then to
dar Springs democrats propose tG start a
ceesion and march to the
We take pleasure in announcing this lord Scott of Macatawa Grove,
paper there. They will have to “hump”
decorate the graves. This
BBTAIL.
week that Mr. Jacob Flleman is prepared were surprised at the amount of improve- it seems to us, would be much more prethemselvesto beat the Clipper,
at all times to do fancy hone shoeing ments that have been made about the ferable than holding the exercises in the
' As Col. Bain wishes a full house at his
Mr. FUeman is an efficientand ikilltnl grove since last season. He has filled In pssture near tbe cemetery. Next week we
will publish the program as arranged.
lecture Tuesday evening, the admission workman and is assistedby an able aasiat the low place just south-west of the hotel

Wo

no extra ant. We aik our horsemen to
Breyman’s.thii when they want work done.

will be placed at 25 centa with
for seats aecured in

advance at

It ia expected that all business men
will close their places of business durore?; besides tbia he nea* during tbe eierciiet.

recollect with at least three hundred loads of sand

and

hat aodded

it

.

tlollanil fitg

%m.

H0LL\N1>CITY. MICHIGAN.

faience Bichmond, Va., a committee on
opfscopacyreported in favor of electing
four new bishops, and the report was
adopted. . .The grain commission house of
Tyson & Brothers, of Baltimore, whose liabilitiesare estimatedat $200,000, has
made an assignment.
Ben Ali won the Kentucky Derby at
Louisvillein 2:36$, beating the record.
A representative of a British syndicate is
.

.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

.

.

at Baltimore prepared to contract for build-

TDE EAST.
Babtley Campbell was

New York

brought into a

court by his wife and lawyers,

and the Judge ordered him committed to
Bellevue Hospital for examination as to

Gen. John L. Lewis, one of the most

his noted citizens of

New

Henby Wabd Beecher,
New York on the question of

ing: “Lot the anarchist come. Let the
socialist come. Let the communist come.
can eat them, and then digest them into

American citizens. Wo are in no special
danger from them.” ____ Ex-PresidentArthur's physicians say he will undoubtedly
recover from his present illness.

Alderman Jaehne, the

first of the

New York boodle Aldermen to be brought
to trial, was found guilty of receiving a
bribe for voting for the Broadway railway
franchise. The jury was out only two
hours.

THE WEST.
Dunkirk, Hardin County,

who demanded a

provides as follows:
A coumiiHBionof five persona filiall bo aupointedby the President, by ami with the adfour persons killed and between fifteen and vice and consentof the Senate, to carry out the
purposeof the bill. Not more than throe of the
twenty injured. The same storm struck five commissioners shall bo appointed from the
the back of the Pittsburgh,Fort Wayne and same |>oliticalparty, and all persons bolding
Chicago Railroad two miles west of Forest, stocks or bonds of any common carrier,or holdOhio. It blew down a tree which scraped the ing official relations to such corporations, are
ineligible.The commissioners must not euside of the fast east-bound express from eage in any other business.The commisChicago, injuring ten or twelve pas- sion is given authority to inquire into the busisengers, one of them seriously,his leg be- ness and management of all common carriers
ing broken and one eye put out. The storm subject to the provisions of the bill, and to obtain full and complete informationas to such
did great damage along the Blanchard business ; may require the attendanceand testiIbh
Biver. A cyclone swept through Albion,
mony of witnesses and the productionof all
Mich., unroofing a number of structures, books, papers, agreements, tariffs,and documents relating to matter under investigation,
resultingin heavy losses. Jonas Drury, of
and may to that end invoke the aid of the
Springfield,Ohio, who predicted most ac- United States Courts. All complaints shall
curately the recent storms in that State, bo made in writing to the commission.
based upon records for twenty years, has The commissionshall send the complaintto
the common carrier, and require either satissued a similar Warning for June 13 and 14. isfaction of the complaintor an answer in writPeesident Strong has announced the ing within a reasonabletime specified. If reparation is not made within the time stated the
intentionof the Atchison Road to build an commissionshall investigatethe complaint.
The commission shall also investigate all comair-line track from Kansas City to Chicago,
plaints forwardedto it by State commissions,
forty miles shorter than any other route, and may institute inquiries on its own motion.
without special regard to local traffic, the Complaints shall not be dismissed because of
the absence of direct damage to the complainwork to be accomplishedwithin two years. ant. The rei>orts of the commission shall bo in
A surveying party located at Keokuk has writing, and its decision shall bo made primafinished its labois as far eastward as facia evidence in all judicial proceedings.

'

.....

Galesburg, and has a force at work
route westward to the Missouri Biver. The inciting cause of the
enterprise is the invasion of the State of
Kansas by the Rock Island and Burlington
roads ____ A farmer of Inkster, Dakota,
named Cowdright recentlywent to Pennsylvania and married into a good family by
means of an introduction from a citizen.
At a hotel in Fargo, the other night, the
fellow fled with $0,000 and all their baggage, leaving his victim destitute. Most of
the money belonged to her ____ Crop reports
from the Northwest,with few exceptions,
are of the most favorable character.Frequent rains have fallen, but they have been
followed by cool and pleasant weather, and
vegetationnow has a vigorous start. Frost
was visible on the morning of the 16th
throughout the region from Lake Michigan

on the

to Colorado, but no great damage

was

re-

ported at any point ____ While endeavoring
to stretch a cable across the river at Tuscumbia, Mo., Richard Higgins and Thomas
Barrett were drowned in the presence of
their families before aid could be rendered.

Two

4th of May.

The

to return to the ten-

hour system ____ The planing mill owners of
Chicago ‘rejected the propositionof the
striking box makers to return to work at
eight hours per day for eight hours’ pay
Among the industries most seriously injured by the labor strikes is the building
trade, both at the East and West. In Boston, it is said that of $3,0110,000awaiting
investment this year in building operations

—

during the coming summer, more
than $1,500,000 has been withdrawn,
owing to the timidity of investors, in consequence of a prospective
prolongation of the labor troubles.
In New York, as the mechanics and
laborers made settlements with the buHders

St. Louis several

employes is

onh had

not nearly so great as in other cities. In

:

provisions would be the outcome of the then auticihad in several instances not even been put pated labor troubles,includingthe eightinto effect. Father O Leary, editor of the Wr movement. The result has teen that
Catholic World, testifiedthat he knew f very large amoun ofcap.talwh.chwould
its

fW men

the

"T

“I

ill

Merritt, Consul at Aix-la-Chapelle
T. Boyd, Receiver of Public Moneys at
Bayfield, Wis. ; and J. B. Webb, Register
of tho Land Office at LaCrosso, Wis.

be

.

•?

i

.

(

.. ... ,,,

’

in

—
.

raise having been effected.

*1.,.

oi.™
, ,

-

I

privileges in Canadian ports passed tho Senate
on the 17th inst. The Senate conflnnedtho nom1 jna(i0I1 0f Mrs. Thompson, Postmistress at

x’-.t.t,. „n
N EARLY all the boot and shoe manufacturers of Chicago, after having tried the Louisville, Ky., after debating over it for an
. , .
, hour. Senator Blackburnmade a long
eight-hour system for two weeks, met and t fiIM.0chagainst confirmation, but secured

,

,

resolved to return to theten-honrschedule,
Tho House passed tho urgent deficiency approand not to knowingly employ an anarchist priation bill, and by a vote of 203 to 8 tho Senate
j

or socialist. The cuttiog

department, of

nil the wholesale clothing houses in
go closed for nil indefiniteperiod

Chicaon nc-

count of a strike of male and female tailors
for better pay. Tbe bakers and the ice
men of Pittsburgh obtained their demands,

and have returned to work. The washer-

women of

Pittsburgh have organized a close
union, and will hereafter demand $1 a day
Postmaster at Home, Tennessee,at $240 for six hours’ work.
per year.
It now seems probable, says tbe Chicago

POIATICAE.

Chicago. Tbo following nominations wore confinned : Collectors Soeborgorof Chicago,Seipp
of Milwaukee,Cadwallader of Philadelphia:
; £ F<
Marshal W. M. Campbell of Minnesota;

- t

i

‘j

1885; and the values of the exports of dairy
products for the six months ended April 30,
1886, were $10,281,185, as compared with
$14,686,019 during the same time in 1885.
____ D. T. Patterson, a son-in-law of the
late President Johnson, has been appointed

providing for the salo of tho old bridewell lot in

Tho House of Representativespassed the diplomatic and consular appropriation bill, with an
item of 8150,000for contingentexpenses at conmany strikers who were good honest
^.v?
I tn tS sulates.Tbo House discussed without action
mnmLoro Ho uosv
G,n ^Id back,
and, ftS U 001186(^06, both the
and nWnL
church members. He saw that
> ,
j i i
i
tbo bill to enlarge tho powers and duties of tho
rk
company was doing its utmost to crash the ! general tmde and later markets
hare been Department of Agriculture.Messrs. McCreary
Knights'of Labor, using unscrupulous! most seriously injured, with no material (Ky.) and Weaver (Iowa) supportedtho measure.
Mr". Reagan (Texas) opposed it on constitutional
means to accomplish its cud*. The cause of ; correspondiug benefit,
grounds, and said ho would offer as a substitute
the strike be bad studied,and thought
The cod-fishingschooner Ellen M. his bill to create a Department of Industries.
A petition from citizens of Iowa, praying for
knew. The Knights were a society formed Doughty, of Portland,Me., was seized at
tbo abolition of tho American House of Lords,
to teach its members justice and equity,but | Englishtowu, St. Ann’s, C. B., for buying
Innuimr
nf t.bo
lu» bait
,
t>
__ was presentedIn the Senate on tho 14th inst. A
looking at
tbo pnnro
entire nnlwuv
railway fivstmn.
system, he
ou a pennit from tbe. Portland
Custom
thought it was carried on by trickeryand House> Tho firm at onceuotifiedSecre- bill was passed to authorizethe Kanq*s City
fraud, being governed by villainyand unBayard and Senator Frye. There and Gulf Rood to lay its tracks through Indian
Territory.Bills were also passed for public
fairness from Mr. Gould down to the lowest js tremendous excitement at Portbuildingsat Lafayette,Indiana, Fort Dodge,
subordinate.He said that the employes of jail(j over this second seizure,and everj-- Iowa, and St. Paul, besides largely extending
the road who were not Knights of Labor body ig eager for retaliation. The fishing tho limit of previous appropriationsfor other
were afraid to speak to members of that schotmer David j. Adams was pounced iwints. Henry F. Sevems, of Kalamazoo,

a b

against $47,740,183 for the same time

Boom

;

agreement been broken but

of

and pork products during the six months
ended April 30, 1886, were $37,839,191,

of

and
Repreeenttthm

of the Senate

The Senate, in dlsouialng the interstate commerce bill, on the 11th inat, tabled an amendment to line and imprieon men who conspire to
interfere with the rnnnlng of traina. The President nominated Clarence E. Greathouse, of
California, to be Consul General at Eanagawo.
The House of Bepreaentativeapaaaed a bill for
the appointment of three commfsionera,to Bottle
Spanishand Mexican land olaima in the Btato of
Coloradoand the Territoriea of New Mexico and
Arizona. They are to receive aalarlea of 95,000
each, and to aerve for four yeara. While the
army appropriationbill waa under consideration, Mr. Wheelor, of Alabama, made oh&rgoi
against Edwin M. Stanton, Mr. Lincoln's Secretary of War, whioh precipitated a violent partisan debate, Messrs. Hepburn, of Iowa, and
Hiscock, of New York, coming to the defouse of
the dead War Secretary.
Senatob Mitchell, of Oregon,submitted in
the Senate, on tne 12th inst., a concurrentresolution expressingit to be the sense of Congress
that negotiationsshould be entered into between the United States and Chinese Governments with a view to securing such modifications of the present treaty with China as may
result in stooping the coming of Chinese to this
country, except in the case of diplomats and
their servants, and except also In the case of
persons at sea to seek a place of shelter. The Senate, by a vote of 47 to 4,
passed the interstate oommorce bill, which provides for a commission of five persons, with a
principal office at Washington, to inquire into
the business and management of all common
carriers.The House of Representatives
passed
the army appropriation bill, after voting down
an amendment to increase by SIOO.OOOthe item
for tho Springfield armorv. A bill extending
the jurisdiction of tho Court of Claims over
claims for tho use of patents and patented inventions against tho United States was reported
to the House. The House consideredthe diplomatic appropriation
bill withoutdi posing of Ik
The general ponslon bill was discussed by
the Senate on the 13th inst. Tho Senate concurred in tho House amendments to tho bill

the March (188o) tracts until they could fully determine what

Tribune, that the large clearances of wheat

from the Atlanticseaboard during

last week

At Aulmru, Ind., the Democrats of the will prove to have reduced our visible supTwelfth District renominated Judge ply in the United States to a little less than
40.000.000 bushels. It is not unreasonable
Lowery for Cougress. The opponents of to expect that it will be lessened to about
the nominee then left the hall in a body. 30.000.000 bushels by the close of June.
____ N. D. Wallace,President of the New
Orleans Produce Exchange, has been nominated for Cougress by the Democrats of
the Second LouisianaDistrict ____ A liquor
M. Pillot, a Paris defaulter who re-

FOREIGN.

tax bill, similar to the Scott law, has pass-

Legislature, and goes into cently fled, suddenly appeared the other day
in the office of a director of the Bauque
effect^toncfi.
_r

ed the Ohio

T. V. POWDEBLY, the Master Workman Descompte and with a loaded revolver comand several miles
width was totally stripped of buildings, as, in fact, of the Knights of Labor, is talked of as pelled the bank officialto sign checks for
of all else above the surface of the the Democraticcandidate for Cougress in $30,000, with which Pillot then made good
earth. At Kenton and Lancaster and in the Twelfth District of Pennsylvania.
his escape ____ Heavy rains occurred in
their neighborhoodimmense damage was
various portions of* England Friday, doing
*
done. Five persons were reportedkilled
INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
much damage to crops and public highand thirteen wounded near Celina. At
ways .... At a meeting in London, Lord
The business failures in the United Hartington informedhis followers that sufFindlay two persons were killed and a numher
er 'injured,
injured, and at Forest the elements States and Canada for the week numbered ficient liberal votes had been pledged to
created great havoc. At the latter place
ie’s he
176, against 192 the previous week ____ It is insure tho rejection of Gladstone’shonieseveral persons were killed, two ohnrehes
mle bill on its second reading ____ An Enwere destroyed, and so violent was the claimed by the leaders of the eight-hour glish bicyclist, named Stephens, who understorm that beds were carried some distance movement at Chicago that 150 manufac- took a tour of the world on his wheel, was
with people in them. The damage, to say turers and contractorsin the city have con- arrested while crossing the frontier of Afnothing of the loss of life, is placed at ceded the demands of the men fer eight ghanistan.
$400,000. At Kenton a man was killed by hours. Some of those who hav^ conceded
The weather in France last week was
lightning, a church was demolished,and are paying for eight hours, some for nine,
About one-third of the cold and squally. Terrific storms occurred
considerable damage was done to buildings and others for ten. About
and property. Around Lima there was employes in the sonthwestem lumber dis- throughoutthe country. Near Montpelier
greatt loss among
amoi the live stock, and in the trict were at work Monday, and business was the vineyards were destroyed. The damvicinityof Bneyrus over twenty buildings resamed in all the yards. A large number of
age is placed at 1,000,000 francs. A hurwere wiped out by the rushing storm. In the planing mills had also started np, but
ricane passed over the town and parIndiana^ Michigan, and Illinois the winds they were not fully manned. The furniture
tially destroyed it. Several persons were
were also disastrous,but very few cases of manufacturerswere firm in their refusal to
make any concessions.The metal-workers killed and a number injured. Severe
loss of life were reportedexcept two from
being struck by lightning at Carlinville, were still holding out for eight-hours. gales were also experienced in Germany.
Thirty-tiveof the manufacturershad shut Two ships that were lying in the River Oder
HI.
down and sixteen,mostly small shops, were founderedand five persons were drowned.
running on eight hours. The Pullman em- A cyclone which passed over Lonato, a
ployes stood firm in their demands, and town of Lombardy, destroyed a large numA MAD dog belonging to A. J. Hall, a Mr. Pullman threatenedto close the ber of houses. Five persons were killed.
mammoth works indefinitely unless ____ The work of Germanizing the schools
r, of Gabott, Ark., bit his milch cow
the men returned to work. To of Prussia has commenced, the first step in
9k. The cow showed symptoms of give in to the strikers, he claimed, would which is the passage of a law giving the
ria, as did also two children of cause a loss to the management of $900 a
Government tho appointment of nil the
hod been nourished ou the ani- day, $5,400 a week, or $270,800 a year. The teachers....Izzet Bey, militarj’ attache of
Other members of the family strikershave lost over $80,000 the ten days the Turkish Embassy at Paris, fought Visore also ill, but may survive,but uo hopes they have already given to the strike.... count Vigier a duel with swords. The latare entertained of tne children’srecovery.
Thirty-fourof the forty-six upholstery ter was wounded ____ The Pasteur institute
In the Methodist Episcopal General Con- firms in Chicago, employing 383 men, fund, in London, has reached $150,000.

Ei ----

THE SOUTH.

boot and shoe manufacturers of

Chicago have decided

i in advance, no strike has occurred, and conCurtin Labor Investigatingsequently the depressionin the trade there

of the Missouri Paciflc Railroad shops 0.tided that not

......

Another of the bounded police officers
has died at Chicago, making the sixth
policeman murdered by the bomb on the

shorter working day

m

g>.,

‘

GENERAL*
Committee at

a right

that one could be held responsible for the
result of incendiary language. Said he:
* • • I refer to these constitutional rights
because some men who ore hj inconsistentus
to say that there should be no law and no such
rights as that, yet claim the protectionof that
right in Its broadest sense— and, Indeed, interpret to suit their own mind— that a man may get
up in a public speech and advise murder, arson,
the destructionof property,and the injury of
people and their lives. That Is a wild license
that the Constitutionof this country has never
recognized, ouv more than it has been rocognized
in the worst despotisms of old monarchJdii
ical Europe, and I hope and you hope never
will recognize.A man must bo held responsible for his acts, and he must as well be held
responsible for his speech.

It is announced with positiveness that
organization for fear of^ being dis- Uj)OU by the Britishersonly a few days bethe marriage of PresidentClevelandand charged.—— Labor notes: Several of the f()re tbe Beizure of tbe DoUghtv. _ The visMiss Folsom will take place at Buffalo on new freight-handlers °n the Pittsburgh, jble supply of wheat and com is. respectivethe 12th of June ____ A Washingtondis- 1 ort M ayne and Chicago Road at Chicago , 30590,730and 9,817,861 bushels. Since
patch says: “SecretaryLamar says that became ill from the change of water jast rei)0rt wheat decreased 2,356,801 bnshsince the report went forth that Commis- aud diet. They were doctored up with eK UU(1 com hftg been re(luced 805,042
sioner Sparks intended resigning he has re- whisky and ginger, and nearly all the rest 1 bu8bejg
TT
..
,
ceived hundreds of letters from the North- of the gang, on discovering what sort
medicine was being given out, became ' ^ nder directions of the AV a\s and
west, in which the writers congratulated
both themselves and the Government upon violently afflicted with cramns. One Means Committee Mr. Morrison will call
Gen. Sparks’ speedy retirement.It is Sec- Seidell.* a boycotter, was fined $25 and Up the tariff bill in tho House as soon as
retary Lamar’s belief that the great majori- costs at Milwaukee by Judge Mallory, who the legislativeand executive appropriation
ty of these letters were written by land denounced the boycotting business as an bill is disposedof, so reports a Wasbingsharks. He savs that uo honest, bona-fide outrage. About eleven hundred carnenters ton correspondent,who assumes to speak
settler has anything to fear from Commis- at Allegheny C’itv have struck for by the card.
fl ht nt Martio8TuleiVa., J. K.
sioner Sparks, and that he not only has not mora pay and leas' hoara. The switch- j
, ^
requested the Commissioner’sresignatiou, mens strike nt Indianapolis has proved
failure. Tbe Pittsburg ice companieshave Terry was killed, and the latter s brothers,
but that he would vigorously protestif Gen.
Sparks should intimate an intentionto re- granted tbe demands of their strikingem- Colonel P. D. Spencer,three other white
ployes for an advance in wages of $2 per men, and two negroes probably mortally
sign.”
The Senate Committee on Territories week, and all have returned to work. There wounded.
were 17,500 lumber-shoverson a strike
has ordered a favorable report on the Vest Chicago last Thursday.The strikersat , SENATonFnvE's bill authorizing retaliationfor
bill fixing the boundaries of Yellowstone the Standard Coke Works at Mount Pleas- | the recent action of the Dominion of Canada in
Park, providingthat it shall hereafter he ant, Pa., have returned to work, a compro- j excluding United States vesselsfrom certain

Later and more complete reports from under the sole and exclusive jurisdictionof
the United States, and authorizing the Secthe storm-sweptregion of Ohio show the
retary of the Interior to make and publish
loss of life and damage to property to have rules and regulations for the cure of the
been greater than the first accounts indi- park.
The total values of the exports of beef
cated. The toronado plowed its way in a
southeasterlvdirection through one hundred
miles of splendid
)lc
farming country, leaving
desolation in its woke. Seneca, Wyandot,
Hancock, Hardin, Auglaize, and Mercer
Counties mourn the> 1c
loss of millions of
dollars in property, and, above all, scores
lercer County thirty dead
ofllives. in Merc
bodies had been found, with many times
that number injured. Three persons were
killed at Wabash City. In Dunkirk, Hardin
County, five persons were killed and twenty
badly Injured;and in the vicinity of the town
five more persons were killed and a number
injured, two probably fatally. In the
Blanchard River valley the storm made a
clean sweep ten miles long and half a mile
wide, demolishing 100 buildings.Wyandot and Hancock Connties, adjoining one
another, were devastated. Corey, a prosperous town in the first-named county, received
a tremendousshaking up. Seventeen buildings were completely destroyed and six
persons killed outright. Bloomville, South
Carey, Wharton, and many other villages
suffered in a like manner. Ten miles west
of Tiffin, the county seat of Seneca County, a strip of country half a mile wide

had

promises to arrest the progress of the movement.

Before the

them that no public speaker
to advise murder or arson, and

Work

archists, told

WASHINGTON’.

was struck by a cyclone early on the
morning of Saturday, the 15th iust., and

CONGRESSIONAL.

Judge Rogers, of Chicago, in charging the Grand Jury authorizedto take The
charge of the cases of the murderous An-

times Sheriffof the parish and once Mayor of the three regiments of militia sent there
of the city. He was Major General of have gone home ____ The bricklayers and
the forces of Louisiana in the Con- hod-carriersof Troy, N. Y., have returned
federate army when sixty-oneyears of to work, the bosses acceding to the demand
age ____ Dan and Lon Mann murdered Mar- of the strikers that the eight-hour day be
shal Campbell and wounded Officer Mc- begun at 7 a. m. and end at 4 p. m ____ Of
Cormick,at Bartow, Fla. The murderers the 5,100 union furniture workers in New
were arrested and jailed. Subsequentlya York City there are 3,994 working on the
crowd of two hundred men surroundedthe eight-hour basis and 1,106 are locked out
jail, disarmedthe Sheriff, secured the keys, and on strike. The bosses are preparing
and took the prisoners to a tree near by. to compel ten hours work all around ____
Whi'e stringing Dan Mann up Lon got Special telegrams to liradstreet's Journal,
loose and ran. He was promptly winged of New York, indicate that the industrial
agitation in favor of fewer hours’ work
and strung up to the same limb.
daily has largely disappearedelsewhere
than at Chicago. At New York it has been
a practical failure, while at Chicago the laThe Cullora interstate commerce bill, as titude of manufacturersin several leading
lines in locking out some 47,000 employes
it was passed by the United States Senate,

Ohio,

‘

ADDITIONAL NEWS.

.

preaching at as a courier for Gen. Jackson in the battle
the furniture-makers and safe-makers.
foreign immi- with the British forces. He was three

gration, did not want the gates closed, say-

The town of

has just
He served

Orleans,

died, in his eighty-sixth year.

sanity.

We

ing the Chesapeake and Delaware ship
canal at a cost of $8,000,000, providedthe
citizens of Maryland subscribe $1,000,000
toward the project.

have adopted the eight-hour system with
ten hours* pay and 20 per cent, increase for
piece work. The twelve outstanding firms
are practically closed. In Pittsburgh the
system is in general use, and in New York
seventy-twofirms, employing636 men,
have complied with the demand....
Secret petitions are circulating among
Pennsylvania railroad employes asking a
general advance in waces of 10 per cent.
The movement, it is claimed, is backed by
the Knights of Labor, and is to include
both passenger and freightmen and all the
men m the yards. . .The masons and hodcarriers of Worcester, Mass., have abandoned their strike, and will seek work individually. Good workmen among the masons
will get $3 per day. The new men who were
hired during the strike will be retained ____
There is not much cohesion to the strike
movement in Cincinnati now, except among

S

fecta upon tho human system, by the pupils in
tho public schools of tho Territories and of tho
District of Columbia, and in tho Military and
Naval Academies and Indian and colored schools
in tho Territories of the United States. Mr.
BoutelleIntroducedIn tho House a bill appropriating 8)0,000 for tbe erection in Washington
of a bronze monument to the late Edwin M.
Stanton.

THE MABKETS.
NEW YOBK.
Beeves ...........................
94.50 & 0.50
Hoos .............................4.50 5.00
Wheat-No.1 White .............02 0 .93
No. 2 Red ............... .88

@

.89

Corn— No. 2 ...................... .48%@ .49%
Oats— Western ................... .30 @ .40
9.25

@

9.75

5.75
5.25
Common
4.25
Hoos— ShippingGrades .......... 4.00
Flour— Extra Spring ........... 4.50
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ............ .75
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .36
Oats— No. 2 ...................... .28

@
@
@
@
@

6.25
5.75
4.75
4.50
5.08

Pork— Mess

............. ........

CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime'Steors
Good Shipping.

......
..............
..

.

Butter— Choice Creamery

......

.17

Fine Dairy .......
Cheese— Full Cream, new ......

.14
.10

Skimmed Flats ........

.00

.....

Eoos— Fresh .....................
Potatoes— Choice, per bu .......

Pork— Mess

.09
.40

......................8.50

MILWAUKEE.
Wheat—

Cash .................... .77

Corn— No. 2 ......................
0*T8— No. 2 ......................

.36
.29

@
@
@
@
M
@
@
@
@
@

@
@
@
@

Bye— No. ....................... .00
Pork— Now Mess ................ 8.50 @
2

TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. ....................
Corn— No. ......................
Oats-No. ..... ..............
BT. LOUIS.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ...............
2

.82

2

.38

2

.32

@
&
@

.75%
.30%
.29
.18
.15
.12
.07
.10
.48

9.00
.78
.37
.30
.67
9.00
.85

.38%
.33

.80 fit .81
.33
Corn— Mixed ..................... .32
Oats— Mixed ..................... 29%@ .30%
Pork— New Mess ................ 9.00 @ 9.50

@

CINCINNATI,

No. 2 Bed. ...............
S4^9 .85&
Cohn— No. 2 ....................... 3(1 (^ .37
Oats-No. 2 ...................... .81
.32
Pork— Mess ..................... 9.21 <9 9.75
Live Hogs ....................... 3.75 & 4.50

Wheat—

&

DETROIT.
Beep Cattle

.................... 4.50 @5.50
Hogs .............................8.75 @5.25
Sheep ............................8.50 @4.50
Wheat— No. 1 White .............80)$@ .81J$
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 30 up .38
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 82^@ .36^

INDIANAPOLIS.
Beep Cattle

.................... 4.00 & 6.00
Hoos .............................8.75 @ 4.25
Sheep ............................2.25 @ 4.23
Wheat-No. 2 Red ................
81 @ .83
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 83 @ .34
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 3J & .30%

EAST LIBERTY.
Cattle— Beat .................... 5.50 @ 6.00
Fair ...................
4.75 @ 5.25
Common ............... 4.00 & 4.50
Hoos... .......................... 4.25 @4.75
Sheep ....................
3.00 @5.00

w

Wheat-No.

BUFFALO.

Hard ...............
85
Corn— Yellow ..................... 3)
Cattle. ......................... 5.00
1

@
@

.86
.40

@5.75

Michigan, was nominated by tho Presisuccessorto tho late H. L.
Wlthey as United States Judge for tho
Western District of Michigan. D. C. Fulton

dent as

was nominated United States Marshal for tho
Western District of Wisconsin.- The business(V)
of tbe House was confined to debate on tho pension bill, which^fltirged
itselfinto a tarifftalk
before odjounmv’nt was reached.
Afteb aTsplrited debate,the House of Koprosentativ/s, on the 15th inst., passed a bill to
establish/ a sub-treasury at Louisville. Mr.
Morrisow caused to bo read a letter from the
Treasurer of tho United States, expressingthe
opinion hat the functions of tho sub-treasuries
at St. I ouls, Baltimore, Cincinnati.Now Orleans, t nd Chicago might be performed by
national(banks with greater economy and much
less risk\ than under the present system. The
Senate was not in session.

Ex-Presidents.

The Drawer referred some time ago
to the young man who is one day to be
President of the United States, and the
desirability of his fitting himself for
this position. But on t reflection the
subject assumes a graver aspect. What
young man ought to be thinking of
is his ability to become an ex-President. Anybody can be President who
gets votes enongh : the ability to get
the votes is quite distinct from the
qualificationsto fill the office. And
when a man is in, thanks to the excellence of our machinery, he cannot
do much injury in four years, except
to himself and his party. Moderate
ability will carry him through respectably. But it requires a great man to be
a successful ex-PresidentThe office of
President is a very exalted one. And
when the man lays it down and retires
and stands alone, and people compare
him with the position he has just left,
he must have very large proportions to^
stand the comparison. This aspect of*
the case has not been enough considered. Men are very anxious to get the
office, and their friends push them for
it, without thinking of the figure the
successful man may make wh'en his
term is over. The fact is, that in the
contrast he may appear much more insignificant than if he had remained in
private life. There has been a great
deal of talk lately about giving tbe exPresidents a pension in order to place
them in a position of dignity, and enable
them to maintain something of the state
the people have been accustomedto see
them in. It has been often remarked
that a king out of business becomes an
object of compassion,even if he lias
investedmoney in foreign fnnds. Nothing but the possession of great qualities can save him
from contempt. It is
himfi
so with an ex-President. The practical
suggestion to be made, therefore, is
that the young man to whom we have
alluded should fit himself to be an exPresident. If he cannot attain the
character and the qualities needed for
that, heYnay^be sure that the office of
President will be but a hollow satisfaction.— Charles Dudley Warner, in
Harper's Magazine.
the

When
A

Hannibal Hamlin Was a Boy.

story of a youthfnl prank

of HanHamlin is told. When the exVice President was a boy in Paris
seven persons were baptized in a
stream north of - Paris Hill. Hamlin
was one of a party of boys who, hearing of the approachingceremony,
smuggled an old cannon and seven cartridges into the woods near the stream.
As the dripping converts, one by one,
nibal

were lead out of the stream, one by one
the cartridges boomed in the old cannon. The unholy salute caused great
consternation and anger, bnt the mischievous youngsters were not caught.
—Norway (Me,) Advertiser,

mimber of this
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MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

association an’ a

nayther here ner there

;

all

we

an’ all in favor

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

of the motion

—One

kin do

is to say blessed is the will of the

Lord,

Flint lady counts $100

—Over 70

will sig-

An

_

have a terrible

enemy to

con-

tend with. He strikes in the dark as
he works in the dark. 4 Arise in your
might and crush him out. He should be
classed as

a criminal of

which

is inscribed a

the lowest and

per cent of the patients in the

and most unprincipledlawyers and lob-

a

con-

tributiOh to some benevolent institution.

—The

The

poetical

name of

Galveston

is

slave from under the

A

—A

and

sheets

of rain

great destructionof property.
sign of a Nashville dentist reads,

the

heel of the op-

bound Chicago and Alton
but did not experience

all

the excitementof

that place was

gam-

though there is no money staked.

—If a profusion of blossoms upon

train

Nearly Thirty— Much Destruc-

The

tion of Property.

A clond-burstat Xenia, Ohio, on

north-

encountered

the engine

the

and

ily

the train pulled

shower of boards struck

tender,a large shed on the

having been demolished
its wreck sent whirling over the
prairie. On the left, of the station
ft great apple crop in Southern Michigan
livery stable with an adjoining
this year.
shed full of horses, carriages, and
—Joseph Lomason, a well-known and farmers’ teams was totally wrecked. The
large brick store of S. S. Cole was laid in
highly respected farmer living near Rochesruins and four children buried beneath it—
ter, suicided by taking laudanum. He the daughters of John Miller. As the store
went down, broken bricks, fragments of
leaves a widow and five elAldren.
right of the track

and

apple trees nre im indication,there will be

a

mortar, and pieces of timbers were whirled

through the air and dashed against the
sides of the cars, breaking the windows
and creating a wild degree of terror among
the passengers.
As soon as the tempest lulled sufficiently
many of the passengers jumped from the
train and made a hasty explorationof

the
the

a

A

of

them. The water backed up and soon
overflowed its harriers and formed a mighty
resenoir. In a short time tho embankment
gave way under the pressure, and tho huge
volume of water that stretched out like a
sea broke over with n sullen roar and ran
like a mill-race through the streets of the
city, tearing down trees and washing away
houses in its mad flight of destruction. ___
The cries of the people in tho flooded district were awful to near. Many acta of
heroism in saving the drowning are reported. Bonfires were lighted and tho people worked all night. Twenty bodies were
recovered and thei e nre still a number missing. Whole families perished in tho flooded districts. There was great damage to
property all round in the country, and the
extent of damage cannot now be even approximated.
The people residing in quarters not covered by tho flood made up rescuing parties,
and by the hundreds ran to tho scone of
desolation and death. Tho storm in the
meantime raged with unparalleledfury, and

persons out on missions of mercy endeavoring to save the unfortunate ware almost carried off their feet by the wild
sweep of the rain and wind.
The work of findingthe bodies was prosecuted all night. Tho Mayor's office was
turned into a morgue, and twenty-two
bodies were conveyed there. Tho scones

was

vanni Cannetoni into

ing through only seven feet of the purest father’sassistance. Baldassare struck

him

A kennel on

a large

Mich., paper, a queer local

in a Sturgis,

item. It

read:

“Miss Smith’s lame— pigeon-toed.” In tho

next week's issue the editor indignantly
spurned the idea of so handsome and graceful a lady as Miss

Smith being either lame

or pigeon-toed, and explained that he wrote

“Miss Smith’s tame pigeon is dead.” This
paper could, of course, be pardoned for its
blunder when so carefula paper as the Cincinnati Commercial had to humbly explain
that

when

it spoke of the “servant-girl

graduates” of an “institute,” it was simply
due to the perversity of the types, “sweet
girl graduates” being, of course, intended.

—Mrs.

S. D. Moore died near Adrian,

husband, who

tered a sheep.” Mad with rage,
Baldassare then rushed into tho shop,
. men of that city. It is intended to
and taking Giovanni, the younger
breed all sorts of pure strained fancy
brother of Alfonso,by surprise, killed
animals. A specialty will he made of
him with a slash across the abdomen.
mastiffs. Col. Fred Grant, son of the late
Turning then to leave the shop he inGen. U. S. Grant, is probably the most
flicted a serious wound on a person just
fashionablebreeder of mastiffs in this
entering. All this occurred in the
country. His kennels are at Boston,
space of four minutes, the result of the
Mass., and he has forty-seven stock
collision being three persons killed and
dogs. A letter received from Col.
Fred Grant by a gentleman in Nash- two wounded.
ville says: “My stock dog Major is unRespect for Woman.
deniably the largest and most disLet our young men strive to reach a
tinguished private mastiff in our
higher moral attitude. Let them
country, and is valued at $2,500. divest themselves of this blase cynical
Attached to a sixty-poundwagon, he spirit in which they so often wrap themdraws with ease and safety my four selves. Let theip cling to the old bestarted in Nashville, Tenn., by business

a

few days ago, aged seventy-one years. Her
is

house Mr. Moore, who
an extract

from the

lief that, after all,

members.

His remarks on the occasion

are reported by

the Xewti as follows
my sad juty to announce to yehs that our fellow-number Pathrick O’Flaherty was run over
an’ kilt by the Reading cars since our
last meeting. He was a kind sou, a
good husband, a worthy father, a thrne
friend, an’ in every respect a number
wan man. Furthermore, he was an
“Gintlemin, it is

:

Wreck and Enin

is an

Tho storm which did such fearful work
was far-reaching,extending
throughoutNorthern and Central Illinois,
Central Indiana, and Central Ohio. The
winds blew a hurricane and the rain fell in
torrents, floodingstreams, and washing
away bridges, culverts, and farm fences.
At Dayton, Ohio, the rainfall measured
four and a half inches in three hours. It
is roughly estimatedthat tho damage to
property in Ohio alone will reach
$500,000. Many of the railroads were
Colorado, Oregon, Mexico, Idaho, and Cal- seriouslycrippled by washouts. Inifornia. Mr. Hearst is considered the most diana sufferedseverely from this phenomexpert prospector on the Pacificcoast, and enal meteorological disturbance. At Kemphis judgment in regard to a mine has never ton many houses were partially wrecked,
yet been at fault. He is a tall, well -formed one man killed, and several wounded. At
man about 55 years old. Ho was a can- Wilkinson the storm blew down all the
didate for Governor of California in 1882, buildings in town except three. Sambut Gen. Stoneman secured the nomination uel White was killed, and his wife was

at Xenia

Seuator Miller, has had an eventful
history. He went to California across the
plains in 1850, and commenced as a common laborer in the mines. Finally he mode
some money and formed a partnership with
Haggin & Tevis, aud the firm has amassed
a large fortune in jumping and buying
mining claims. They now own one of tho
largestand most profitable mines in Butte
City, Montana, and also mines in Arizona,

,

injured. A boy named Shaffer was
also killed, and about twenty persons seriously hurt, several of whom will die. At Lafayette the Court House and the Homan
Catholic and German Methodist Churches
were badly damaged, two large carpenter
shops burned to the ground by the lightning, and numliers of smaller buildings demolished. At Attica the buildings of the
Attica Milling Company, the Revere House,
the Hess and Harvey Carriage Factory, the
depot, and nearly a hundred dwellings and
smaller business houses were destroyed.
Over 700 people are homeless, four were
killed outrightand two more fatally injured,
while a large number are seriouslyhurt.
The aggregate losses at Attica will be in the
neighborhoodof $200,000. Seventy buildings were hit hard, being half demolished
or entirely annihilated.One of the many
losses at Attica will be of valuable shade
trees, the district swept over being almost
entirely devastatedin this respect At
Williamsport several houses were wrecked,
two persons killed, and a mimber badlv injured. At Logansport property was damaged to the amount of $10,000. In the vicinity of Richmond houses and barns were
wrecked,whole woods ruined, some stock
killed, and one bam destroyed bv lightning.
fatally

old man, read

m
mM

life of his

wife. He then extended an invitation to

make remarks from a

secular

standpoint. The eldest daughter read

a

poem which she had prepared for the occasion, in which she acknowledgeda Heavenly Father,

who

“folds His loved ones in

His arms and quiets them to rest.” At the
grave the husband tenderly hade his wife
farewell,closing by saying : “We arc of the
earth and must return to the earth again.”

The daughter, standingby
cited another verse, in

her'

father, re-

which she acknowl-

edged God and the spirit land.

—The

Flint Democrat

tolls the follow-

ing excellentstory of a well-known physi-

-

in Illinois, Indiana, and
Ohio.

Stoneman, of California, to succeed the
late

and was elected.At the lime of Senator
Stanford’s electionin 1885 Mr. Hearst received the complimentaryvotes of the Democrats. He is a very wealthy man, and
among his real estate owns 4(),0(!U' acres of

Reports from Tipton, Taylors, Monon,

the finest lands in the State, situated in San
and intermediate points' show great loss of
Luis Obispo. He is the sole owner of the
property, live stock, and crops. Many perSan Francite^AimtHtjier.Senator Hearst sons are reported injured from all points,
mndu his maiden speech in the Senate a few and it seems miraculous that the loss of
days ago, when he asked that a peti- life was so small. The Wabash River inhim might “l* undated the crops along its valley and ruthe spoiled child of Fashion; none the the cash several times, but was unable to tion introduced
placed
record.”
This sally was ined them. In Illinois the storm was not
worse for treating-all women with re- get it Finally the fanner said that he
greeted with subdued laughter, for tho so violent, though much damage was inspect, w hether in their presence or dur- would send some garden produce for the
ienator merely wanted the putitiin printed
flicted in certain sections. Near East
ing their absence ; for keeping their amount of the bill, and accordingly the
in tht jtecord. This incident recalhd to
records clean, and for being Doctor received by freight yesterday eighty- old stagers the first speech made in the Lynn. RossviUe,and Potomac a number
of houses were demolishedand five persons
simple-minded enough to believe that
Senate by Mr. Tabor, who was al o a West- killed. The country was deluged by the
four bushels .of horse-radish.The Doctor
“virtue alone is happiness below'.”
ern member. The yeas and nays were bewas nonplffse'd, and is now engaged in ing called when Mr. Tabor sail: “Mr. tremendousrainfall. The damage by the
Philadelphia Record.
storm in Jo Daviess County will exceed
skirmishingaround among the dealers in President, I am paired off with the S nator
$20,000. Buildings were unroofed, glass
For an axceptlble konipanion in life, the ^ffort to find some one who will take f ora Hampton, Mr. South Carolina.” If.* broken, and fences leveled.Several houses
give me the fello who thinks mostly .az the 'stuff off bis, hand* He has sue- was only in the Senate for a mpi tb. and were wrecked in the vicinityof Jackso nI dn or az some tme else thinks when I eeeded in getting rid of about four bushels, thnf was the only speech Mr. Tubor made ville, and two or three people seriouslyin.until he presented the credentials of his
juredwant him tu.
and still clings to the eighty.
suc.tssor.

the same

of announcing the decease of one of tho

Senator.

Mr. George Hearst, appointedby Gov.

“Footprints of Life,”

and then gave a sketch of the
any one to

New

STOHM-DAMAClK ELHEWUEIIE.

the

there is such a thing cian. It may not be true, but it reads
, of
as maidenly purity and womanly virtue, well: Everybodyknows Dr.
apparent delight.”
that love has not yet died out, and that this city, but everybodydoes not know a
A political organizationin Philadel- the freshnessof Eden still finds lodg- little experienceof bis which came to a
head recently.The Doctor has been treatphift, composed wholly of Mllcans
ing a family ont in the country for some
recently elected a new' President At
actress on the stage or the hard-worktho meeting following his installation ing girl in the shop or the factory should time, and had acquired quite a bill against
he had the melancholy duty to perform inspire
reverence as them for his services. He had asked for
children,enteringinto the sport with

California’s

were heartrending.
The loss of houses is ' placed at sixtyeight, and it is believed the death-list will
reach thirty. Appeals for aid have been
sent out bv tho authorities, and donations
are asked for in behalf of the strickenpeople. Tho great majority of those thrown
out of their homes were poor people, and
aid is earnestlyasked in their behalf.

an atheist, refused to have a

the ground, and then cut liis
clergymanofficiate at the funeral. At
across “as he would have slaugh-

to

throat

scale is to he

(Ind.) Tribune.:The

partnership. writer saw, a few days ago,

If it were possible to rise above the Before long the Cannetonis began to
atmosphere which surrounds the earth, trade in lambs’ carcasses separatelyon
we should see nothing but an intense their own account, and disagreements
and sharply-definedball of fire, while arose, which ultimatelyled to a collision
everything else would be wrapped in between Baldassare Indelicate and
total darkness. There could he no Alfonso Cannetoni. They drew their
diffusion of light without an atmosphere butchers’ knives from their belts on
or some similar medium for it to act each other. Alfonso aimed a wellupon ; hut if the air about us extended directed blow at Baldassare.He
to a height of seven hundred miles the parried it with his left arm, which was
rays of the sun could not penetrate it, cut to tho hone, and at the same instant
and we should he left in darkness. At drove his knife into the heart of Alfonso,
the depth of seven hundred feet in the who fell dead on the spot. At that
ocean the light erases altogether,one- moment a young son of Alfonso,aged
half of the light being absorbed in pass- 10, came up with n bludgeon to his

water.

—South Bond

filled all streams in the vicinity, and the

water, laden with logs, rushing into a railway culvert, quickly formed a dam of huge
limensions, which was burst by the presiuro of the water. The flood, when released, swept through the town, carrying
off everythingin its path. In some initancea whole families were drowned. The
number drowned or missing is placed at
twenty -seven, while the loss to property
will reach $100,000.
Xenia dispatch
gives the following details
the
terrible affair: It seemed os if a waterspout had burst over the place, tho streets
and alleys
mejB running inu
full uko
like rivers,
rivum, and
uuu
with a powerful current, carrying ovonthing
it. The point of danger that threatbefore' it.
eued to
o engulf tho
the city and
and ^afterwarddid
prove to be. the source of wholesale drowning of tho people and destruction of property was Archer Greek, a small stream that
runs through the town and into a culvert
under the Pun Handle Railway depot.
This stream became so greatly swollen on
account of tho heavy rain that the culvert
was taxed to its utmost to give tho water
vent, and driftwood began coming down the
swollen stream and was caught at the
culvertuntil a great dam was formed. A
number of citizens, perceiving the danger
that threatened them, went out in the storm
and worked earnestly to dislodge tho timber and drift, but the force of tho current
was such that they became jammed in so
tightly that it was impossible to dislodge

ruins. Efforts were made to clear
debris from the (’ole building,
and the chil Iren were rescued. Three were
The cholera epidemic has appeared Of Gen. Yon Manteuffel, the late Canadian orimnizationthat is spreading ; seriously hurt, but will survive, and the
others miraculouslyescaped injury. The
in Europe, and will undoubtedly make German military Governor of conquered the country over.
searchers then proceeded with their work,
—Mayor Thurber, of Marquottte,has assisted by the calmer of the citizens, but
an appearance in this country this sea- Alsace, who hated all that was French,
son unless every precaution is taken to it is said that he once, at a public dinner, ordered the City Marshal to close all sa- for the most part the residentsseemed
crazed by the calamity and stood about the
keep it down. Cleanliness of house engaged in a dispute with a French dip- loons at 11 p. in. and on Sundays,notifystreets gazing at the wreck of their pioperty
and street is essential. With the vir- lomate who maintained the superiority ing him that he will lie held responsible for and wailing in a distressing manner. Altoulence it had in Western Europe last of the French workmen over the ar- the strict enforcementof the law. There gether about seven persons sustained seriseason it is altogether likely that we tisans of all other nations. “A thing nre thirty-sixsaloons in the city, and the ous injuries, of whom those likely to die are:
order makes a stir among the keepers. Most Lottie Zwitle,a len-yeor-old girl, who was
shall not go free. It marches as it al- so ugly does not exist that the skill and
carriedover 200 feet in the air and fell on
prominent liquor dealers oppose the Mayor's
ways has, steadily westward,partaking genius of a Frenchman cannot make of
the railroad track, smashing her skull.
course.
George and Charles Hoke, liverymen. S.
somewhat of force from curious and un- it a thing of beauty,” he said. Angered
S. Cole, hardwaremerchant.
known conditions of the atmosphere.
by tin* contradiction,the old soldier
—The culminationof 'little romance
The view presentedto the eyes of the
pulled a hair from his bristly gray mus- took place at Adrian in the marriage of passengersas they looked about the town
Louisvilleis all torn up over the retache and, handing it to the French- Henry B. Downie and Minnie M. Squires, was startling. Every portion of the village
showed traces of the wide-spreadwreck
markable action of one of her society
man, said, curtly, “Let him make a both of Elyria, Ohio. The bride is an wrought by the storm. It demolished one
ladies. Two ladies of color, living in
thing of beauty out of that, then, and heiress,her guardian being a stern uncle brick block, wrecked three warehouses, un«
the same residence,are at enmity over
prove your claim.” The Frenchman who strongly opposed the suit of young roofed the hotel, the Masonic Hall, and four
store buildings,and tore to pieces the upper
the fact that one of them, on the occatook the hair and sent it in a letter to a Downie. The other morning Minnie, who story of the Angell block, in which the
sion of the other having “company,”
well-known Parisian jeweler, with a is a handsome young brunette, eluded her Odell Bank and the Odd- Fellows' Hall
bored a hole through the partition to
custodian, and was driven by her lover to a were located. Hardly a storeroom in town
statement of the ease and an appeal to
see who it was. The one who had
station west of Elyria, from whence they escaped injury,and many dwelling-houses
his patriotic pride, giving him no limit
company resented this, and blew black
took the Lake Shore train to Adrian. After were demolished.The loss will exceed $5(1,of expense in executing the order. A
000. Houses, barns and sheds were twisted
a brief honeymoon at the Lawrence House,
pepper into the eye that w as presented
from their foundations and completely deweek later the mail from Paris brought
the couple will return to their Buekeye stroyed. Trees a foot in diameter were
to the aperture. War followedat once,
a neat little box for the general. In it
twisted entirely to pieces. The storm did not
home.
of course, and the trouble has not yet
was a handsome scarf-pin,made like a
last more than five minutes. Ten minutes
been adjusted.
— Fifty victims of the Bohemian oat before it appeared the air seemed to get
Prussian eagle, that held in its tallons
green. Two clouds appeared to advance,
The New York legislature has passed a stiff gray bristle, from either end of swindle have formed an association at one from the southeast,the other from the
Flint to contest the payment of their notes.
and the Governor has signed a bill which dangled a tiny golden hall. One
southwest, and met over the town, forming
inscribed Alsace, the other But few will have any sympathy for the a monstrouswhirlwind, which swept everytermed "The Niagara Tunnel and
simpletons,says the Kalamazoo Telegraph. thing in its track.
Sewer Bill,” which is expected to make Lorraine,and on the eagle’s perch were
P. W. Kenyon’slumberyard,a few yards
The swindle was pointed out in their local
Niagara Fulls one of the great com- the words: “You hold them hut by a
away from the station, was taken up bodily
papers, they went into it with their eyes
by the wind and scattered for rods around,
mercial centers of the State. Rights hair.”
open, and with full knowledge that even hut the flying hoards broke the force of the
have been granted the incorporatorsto
A HoimiBLE deed of blood committed bushel -they raised was so much blood wind to some extent and protected the train
construct a tunnel, erect mills, build near Girgenti gives an illustration of
money from brother farmers. In other from injury.
At Dwight floods of rain had fallen, prewharves, and engage in developing the the use of the knife in the Island of
words, knowing it to he a swindle, they deceded by hailstones of remarkable size,
water power of the Niagara river. The Sicily. Two butchers, father and son,
lib, lately, knowingly, and willingly be- | some weighing from live to six ounces. The
tunnel is to be two miles in length, of the name of Indelicate, who kept a came a party to it. Who cares for such | storm moved in an easterlydirection,passing into Indiana.
along the edge of the river, and is ex- shop in that town, not long since took sufferers.
pected to furnish pow(\r enough for 155 two brothers named Alfonso and Gio-

the

night of Wednesday, the 13th inst, speed-

its full force until

reached. As

into the stationa

pressor. The outburst is from none of
these. Far worse. It is the appeal for
Galveston Netcs, the trees which gave
help of the victim of oleomargarine,
the city that title have been destroyed
— J. W. Robbins is the latest addition to
by the extraordinary frosts of last the outcry of the dairymen against the the Mecosta County bar. He is a colored
unprincipled manufacturer of imitation
winter. Says the Xeirs: “It is not
barber at Mecosta, passed an excellent exbutter. Joseph H. Reafl, President of
exaggerating the case whatever in
amination, and will hang out a shingle.
the American Dairying Association,is
asserting that there will not be a soli—Joseph Ynnnicr. of Manpiotte, is Pres-*
the spokesman, and- lie calls upon all
tary oleander in bloom this summer
ident of the Michigan division of the Alfarmers to rally around honest butter
and perhaps for many summers to
liance National des SocietiesSt. Jean
and defeat their enemies.
come.”
Raptiste,a Franco- American and French-

the Oleander City, but, according to the

mills.

Total Loss of Life Estimated

A

struck the

the s!orm some miles southwest of Odell,

Lansing lady complains that the

card clubs offer

Causes

Xenia, Ohio.

terrible hurricane accompaniedby

lightning

teeth, extracted 25c without, pain 50c.”

Such cards for the amount of five the utterances of a Knight of Labor
crowns each can be had at the book- crushed by a heartless monopoly. It
store for the benefit of a proposed is not the speech of a victim of the “deof

A Flood in Shawnee Creek
a Terrible Disaster at

Loss

of Life and Property.

punctuation and all, as follows: “Dentist,

bling,

is not the cry

Oy clones—

Crow, a carpenter, fell from a town of Odell, 111., eighty-one miles south
of Chicago, on the afternoon of Wednesscaffold at Monroe and sustainedinjuries
day, the Pith inst., causing loss of life and
which will probably prove fatal.

eloquent and pathetic extracts are not

mon rum.” It

Wrecked by

—Henry

organize to resist it.” Thet foregoing

children’s hospital.

Illinois and Indiana Par-

Flint citizens have quit

drinking of late that three saloons have

most dangerous order, but the sharpest

in

receipt for

Towns in

tially

gone out of basiness.

Stockholm byists in the country will be employed to
to introduce the custom of sending indefend him, and conspire against us.
stead of flowers to a funeral a card on
We suffer a terrible wrong and we must
effort is being

made

“We

Several

Traverse City Asylum are foreign bora.

nify the same by saying aye 1”

A cow at Galesburg, HI., was struck
by a locomotive and thrown high into
the air. She landed on her feet and
resumed her peaceful occupation of
eating grass as if nothing had hap'

RAIN’S RAVAGES.

profit in

silkworm culture on a small scale.

—So many

pened. _

HOWLING HURRICANES.

straightforward Dimocrat, but that’s

by

on

own

—

..

.

.

: r-;-

if-:-

HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Editor.

Saturday, May 22, 1886.
Mb. Thos. Bucus has on exhibition at
It is

the work of his father and

p.
Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, “The tender love
of God towards his people.” Afternoon,
“The faithful three hundred." In the
evening a sermon will be preached in
English by the Pastor of the Church;
Subject, “Importunity in prayer.”

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:80 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunis patday school at 3:45.

church made entirelyof

his tinshop a

m.

2

DON’T 00 TO GRAND RAPIDS

TO

When you can buy them
to put

Church at HolHolland Christian Ref. Church— Serland City. It Is a curiosity, and worthy vices at 9:80 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.
of inspection.— CWar Springs Clipper.
Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
The

--

—

contract for building the pavilion

Park Association
a meeting of the

for the West Michigan

Macatawa was

at

let at

board of directors of the Association hold
at the

Morton House, Grand Rapids, on

Saturday evening, to Messrs. Rawson
Bros. Their bid was $6,250 and was the
lowest. The building is to be completed
last

by June 21, and will be located just north

-

and east of the inner end of the north

-

pier.

----

Monday morning.

was occupied by the conductor
all

were badly shaken up.

Conductor Swiff, of this city, sustained
Injuries about the body, and his arm was
badly bruised.

He

will be laid

up

for

some time.

The Zeeland Teachers’Association
meets on the first Saturday in

June. The

following program will be carried out:
1. Reading, J. C. Huizenga.
2. Recitation, W. D. Van Loo.
3. “The teacher’smotives and means of
self improvement,” P. H. Benjamin.
4. “Drawing in Common Schools," H.
Giebink.
5. “How interest parents

in

school

work,” P. Borst.
C.

“How

elevate the teacher’s profes-

sion,” S. Coburn
7. Resolved that Institutes are more
valuable than Associations.General discussion.

OUT AROUND.
Lake Shore.

mon

PLUSH PARLOR SUITS,

Fancy Chairs and Lounges.
ORGANS VERY CHEAP
The

A New Line

MEYER, BROUWER &

333.00

mis

& sis

Say! do you know that the best and
yet to discern the extent
damage caused by the late frosts. cheapest paints to be had in ibis city can
Mr. Rames, a large farmer living near be had at the Drug Store of
DILW. VAN PUTTEN’S.
here, says that his peaches and cherries
were badly injured, apples sustained less
M.
injury. Mr. Souter, living farther south
said that the frost was less severe at his has added to his Grocery and Fruit busiplace than here. . .Mrs. R. D. Bacon, who ness a full line of Bakery Goods from
has been siclrTor awhile, is about again. Grand Rapids. Fresh Bread every morn....Mr. Roswell Reynolds, of Coopers16-2t.

Land&r

.

ing. __

ville, broiler to our telegraph operator, is

with him here again.... Mr. Frank HarOils! Oils!
vey’a daughter, Dora, was married last
Machine, Lard and Boiled Oils can be
Sunday, in Holland, to Mr. Osborne, of had at prices never before mentioned at

16-2t

DR. W.

GUARANTEE.

Sons.

16-2t.

money to

J. A.

Serricei for

-Mover of

To-morrow.

—

First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. in., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Cf/hurch, on Thursday,

20, 1880.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at

m

MABBS,

ird Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Third
Broek, Pastor Services at 9:80 a. m.,aod

Physician and Surgeon
Walsh’s Drug Store.

Notice of residence hereafter.

Van Raalte
—
—

C.

Proprietor

of

Livery and Sale Stable,

MARKET

AREND VISSCHER.

Circuit Court Commissioner,iu

STREET.

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Receptions.

and for Ottawa County, Mich.
P. II. McBride,Complainant'sSolicitor.9-7t
The above advertised Chancery Sale Is by me
adjourneduntil Friday, the 23th day of Mav, A. D.
1886, at one o'clock, p. m., to be th'eu held at the
same place as above advertised.
Dated at Grand Haven. Mich.. May 18. 1886.

A. C.

Holland, Mich., May 13, 1883.

.

CALL!

-

1886.

Mortgage Sale.

ai the front door of the Ottawa County Court
House, Grand Haven, Michigan, to pay amount
due on snld mortgage, with interestand foreclosure
costs, said premisesbeing the north half of the
north east quarter of Section twenty three.,in
Town six, north of Range sixteen west, iu Ottawa
Countv, Michigan.
Dated April 29, 1886.

CHARLES STORING.
J.

C. POST, Attorney.

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

PLUMBING Mar™“i.Kek

9 lyr.
in

FffWOTATOPS

connection with the Holland City Waterworks,
we are ready to make

ESTIMATES
for

putting In

H. ZBOOHSTE,
During the Season
These horses are

jet

of

1880.

black, as were their ances-

tors; they have a fine pedigree and are as yet but

two years and ton months old. This is their first
season. Tney are undoubtedlythe best Norman
stallionsIn this part of the country andl

GET

r?

THE

WATER PIPES
fit

Hot and Cold Water!

ed, TaiPLi Wallu^
ChabcoalFillkdand
Metal Linid, making

and pat In

All

Kanters & Sons

BOONE,
!886,

Proprietor.
13-tf.

CABINET PHOTOS

np residences for

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

nvlte all

will pay you/

parties desiring the same.

Clcamablx. with Movable Fluea, Solid Aih,
Carved and Ornament-

R.

7

I

interested Indorsesto call and look them over. It
H.
Holland, iMich.,April 29.

for all

BEST.

Fmlafetr

ivsm.

Central Drug Store
Holland, Mich., May 7th, 1886.

City.

VAN RAALTE.
1,

suit the times.

Assignee of Mortgage.

Circuit Court Commissioner,in
and for Ottawa County,Mich.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

GIVE ME A TRIAL.

ALCOTT.

kept in the city, and sell them at prices

AREND VISSCHER.

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.

GIVE ME A

complete

vs.
Default having been made In the conditions of a
William H. Joslin, Delia Joslin.and Addle Lest, certain mortgHge from lede Glas to Edward J.
Defendants.
Harrington, dated September twenty-sixth. 188:5,
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of said tecorded October twenty-fifth.1883, In Register's
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa.In Chan- Office,of Ottawa County, Michigan, liber 23 of
cery, made in the above entitled cause, on the mortgages,page 46 (which mortgage was assigned
Twenty first day of September.A. D.. 1885.
by said Edward J. Harrington by assignment
Notice ia hereby given that on the 18th day of dated December eighteentb, 1883. to Charles StorMay, A. D., 1886, at one o'clock,In the afternoon, ing. said assignmentwas recordedon Decembet*
at the front door of the Court House, In the City twenty-fourth, 1838, In said Registers Office, in
of Grand Haven, In said County.I, the subscriber, liber 20 of mortgages, page 562), which default
a Circuit Court Commissioner. In and for said was by failure to pay Interest due on September
County, will sell, at public auction, to the highest twenty-sixth, 1885. and said Interesthaving since
bidder, the lands and premises described in said remained unpaid and in arrear,said assignee heredecree as follows, viz: All of that certainpiece by declares the whole amount of said mortgage
or parcel of laud situateand being in the City of due and payable; aud upon which mortgage there
Holland, In the County of Ottawa and State of is claimed due at this date seven hnndred and
Michigan and described as follows,to wit: The twenty-twodollars, and also six dollars and sevEast half of Lot numbered Twelve (12) In Block entr-twocents for taxes paid by said assignee,
numbered thirty-six (36) In said City ot Holland, and no suit or proceedingshaving been instituted
accordingto the recordedplat of said City, and at law to recover the same, notice ia hereby given
recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds of that on July twenty-eighth. 1886, at one o, clock in
Ottawa County as of the Village ol Holland.
the afternoon, said' mortgage will be foreclosed by
Dated April 3rd, 1886.
sale of the mortgaged premises at phbllc auction

Etc.

kinds of

I

I.

is

Alexander Wilcox, Complainant,

Office at

ns

KREMERS & BANGS,

State of Michigan. The Circuit Court for the
County of Ottawa.— In Chancery.

Five Walla in all. Bolla
Iron Shelve* and Airhave a quantity of good summer wood which Tight Locki. Great variSubjects: Morning, “Newness of man- I will deliver cheap. Orders may be left at the ety. For flunlllea,grocer*
and botela Price* low.
hood.” Evening, “False Impressions.” Meat Market of J. Kulte.
Congregationaltinging. Opening anthems
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayermeeting Thursday at 7:30 p.
All
are wielcomeut&lfr

m.

Do not forget that we still have
a Stock of

to

THE LEONARD

GENERAL BRAYING.

CROWDING THE PAINT TRADE,

RAPIDS.

Chancery Sale.

Will

at 7:80.

10:80 a. m., and 7 :80 p.
Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 6:80.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.

MONROE ST.. GRAND

M'crtwmmts.

ALCOTT,

While we are at preaett

As
103

KANTEHS & SONS.
May

peeling,

JACKSON’S GALLERY DRUGS and MEDICINES

the purchaser.

R.
Holland, Mich.,

its

cracking or chalking off

VALUABLE

«•

AND CREAMERlE

I.

and

.

Holland, Mich., April

Prepared paints, while lead and everything used by painters can be procured at
the lowest prices at the drug store of
Dr. W. Van Pdtten.

OLD

in

The Best Livery in the

$ni’

Bring in your

PICTURES and have them copied and
Pure Liuseed Oil, and the nec- enlarged. Call and examine my work
essary colors to give them the desired tint whether you wish any
done or not.
only.
Remember the name and number
If found to contain any adulteration,
the seller is authorized to return the
ground

have not had one complaint of

Copying and Enlarging-

We guaranteeour Heady Made Colors to
be made of two-thirds Strictly Pure While
Lead aud one-third Best Selected Zinc,

“A

&

BUY THE

We

VAN PUTTEN’S.

thing of beauty is a joy forever.’
See the Leonard Hardwood Refrigerator,
with carved panels, at R. Kanters

on

ENTIRE SATISFACTION.

,

_

make

Sbevin-Wiiliais Paints

Prepared Paints.

It is too soon

16-2t

lit

ail

OILS.

HEA-lvOsAIEjIsr Jackson’s Gallery,

A.

Paints!

Olive.

M

PiOTOMS We

SET

of the

.

CO’S.

THAN EVER BEFORE

Buys One Dozen

Paints

Special

Church Items with tha

Baby Carriages!

of

Good Goods and Low Prices can always be obtained at

Prepared

“Doc.” •

G. W.

MEYER, BROUWER & GO’S.

DOMESTIC, NEW HOME and other first class SEWING MACHINES.
A GOOD NEW SEWING MACHINE FOR S20.00.

.

evening.

finest in the land at

GO’S.

Council as hereafter further directed.

—

Thursday

&

At IVfEYER, BROUWER

—

—

!

At Bottom Prices,

That the stumps be removed and the sidewalks and cross-walks along said part of Twelfth
Street, ns aforesaid,taken up wherever this shall
be made necessary, and relaid upon the grade to
be established as above set forth, after the grading
work proper Is completed.That all shade trees
f
on said part of said street be left as they now
stand. That an entire new bridge be built at
that part of Twelfth Street where said street
crosses tannerycreek.
!
That after the grade is completed that a roadLiiiseel,
bed be constructed of gravel -alone the center of
said part of Twelfth Street, as follows:
The averagethickness of gravel to be nine
inches, so spread that the same will be twelve
inches thick in the center and six inches thick
will
prices
Oils
on the sides. The road-bed to be twenty-four
ft,
feet wide and the gravel of the kind used on
-ATthat will astouisli you.
Ninth Street, or of a quality equally as good as
that used on Ninth Street.
Have secured the agency for the celebrated
That the expense and cost of said improvement
and work to be defrayed by a special assessment
upon that part of Ninth Street,as aforesaid, excepting that the building of the bridge across
tannerycreek, the filling of the street to its
north line and to Its present level, and the intersections of River, Pine and Maple streets and
103 Monroe St, Grand Rapids,
First and Van Raalte Avenues, with said part of
the quality of the?e Paint®, we would
Twelfth Street, as aforesaid, be assessedagainst
EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE IN THE CITV. To prove
state that the paint put on buildings
the City of Holland and paid from the general
The local painters here claim it to be
four yeari* ago has given
fund.
the best they have ever used. Do
That the taking np and relaying of cross-walks,
not
buy
any
other
before
you
If such should become necessarybe done by the
SPECIAL RATES TA CLUBS. CLASSES, ETC.
have examined it.
Street Commissioner, under Instructionsof the

;

latter place
Solomon Priest, of
Johnaville, who, last August bad a cow
killed by the cars, but baa not, as yet, received any compensation from the railroad company, waa here this week soliciting aid, whereby lie might get another
cow.... Beach wood and pine bolts are
being shipped from here to Grand Rapids.
....Mr. G. W. Davidson is to build a
store, dwelling, and barn, instead of a
stone dwelling and barn, as printed last
week.... Miss Nina Cady is acting as
seamstress, we believe, at C. Jones’, Olive
Center.. Announcements: Sunday School
Sunday, 11:30; Class Meeting, 0:30;
Preaching Service, 7:80; Prayer Meetiug,

SUITS,

AND VERY FINE

—

the

BED-ROOM

Marble Top

1880.

Boer. Evart Takken, Antonie
RotUYcnse, Albert Rynink. D|rk Dirk»en, Daniel
Krutdenier, J. Albers, Albert Do Weerd, Cornells
Van Der Blc. Klap.«r-y^4)oMbnrg,
Ulke Do Vries.
P. Winter. JohanneyDyitcma,Jan Prakken, Estate of B. Ilomkea^Johu De Boer, Anjc Bolbuis,
R. E. Workman, AiTrlaan Van Putten. Mrs. Nies,
Albert Zuidema, Cornells Raffenand, C. De .lone,
A. M. Kanterg, Pieternella Ver Schure, Third
Reformed Church, G. J Te Winkle, Estate of A.
Piugger, John Pieters.G. J. Diekema, R 8chaddelee, Charles Genshaw, P. Costing, Alford Finch,
Herman Van Ark, J. Van Dyk. Harriet Woodruff. Gustavo Knutson, Hope College, Ovtners
Uakown. and the City of Holland, and any and ail
other persons interestedin the premises hereinafter named:
You and each of you are hereby notified:
That the Common Council of the City of Holland have caused to be made and deposited with
the City Clerk for public examination,profiles,
diagramsand estimates of the expense for the proposed Improvement, gradiug.and graveling of
Twelfth Street in said City, to-wit: From River
streetto the Fair Grounds, so called.
That all that part of Twelfth Street aforesaid
be graded the entire width thereof, pursuant to
grade and profileto be established by the Com-

Pete Chaffee, the exhorter, was on hand
at the school house on May 2, and on May
the 9th. He tried to unroll his ball and
says that he has a skein or tangle to unravel and it must be did. If the people
won’t turn out to hear him in this neighborhood he will have to go somewhere
else. We think that his “skein” must bo
moth eaten or else the mice have been at
it by the way that he picked at it from all
sides. The proper way to unravel a skein,
as we understand it, is to commence at
the right end, and reel her right off. We
must make allowance, however, as he is Common Council.
That the lots and lands upon which said special
new in the business and had a bad cold.
....Mr T. Reed planted out about five assessmentshall be levied, shall include lots 1,2,
and 3. in block 56: lots 18, 17, 16. 15, 11. 13, 12,
hundred peach trees this spring
J. 11 and 10, in block 4S: lots 1, 2. 3, 4. 5, 6. 7, and 8,
Cochran has set out about three hundred in block 9 In the southwestaddition; lots 16, 15,
peach trees and about five hundred grape 14, 13. 12, 11, 10 and 9. in block II of the west
addition; lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5, 6, 7. 8 and 9 in block 8 in
vines.... Mr. J. F. Joscelyn and family the southwestaddition;lots 14, 13, 12, 11, 10,9
have moved to Lamont. ...Mr. Steve and 8, In block G of the west addition: lots 4 and
Hartwell and family came to Ventura a 3, In block 5 ia the south west addition; lots 1,2, 3,
5 and 6, in block 7 of the southwest addition
few days ago “bag and baggage.” The 4,
lots 12. 11. 10, 9, 8 and 7, in block 6 in the somhpeople gave him the cold shoulder west addition: lots 1, 2, 3, and 7, in block 5 in the
and he has left again for Grand Rapids Hope College addition;lots 6, 5, 4, and 11, in
where he can ply his trade to a better ad- block 4 In Hope college addition: lots 1 and 7. in
block 12 in Hope college addition: and lots 5 and 6
vantage.... Some “Beachcombers” stole a In block 13 in Hope college addition,or any part
lot of square timber, but Geo. West soon or sub division of said lots and blocks, and on the
capturedthem and the timber near John intersectionsof River, Pine, Maple, First and Van
Raalte avenue streets,and the said lands and
Ausiker’s old pier and took charge of if. premises shall be designatedand are hereby deThey had taken it north on a raft
I
clared to constitute a special street district,for
wonder if the Rev, Mr. Rible is going to the purposeof special assessment to defray the
expenseof improving,grading and graveling and
put all of his time and work on the north otherwise Improvingsaid part of Twelfth street, as
part of his charge. It looks that way. aforesaid, said district to he known as West
He was here, however, and preached to a Twelfth streetspecial streetassessmentdistrict.
That said improvement was determinedupou by
small congregationon the 9th inst., which
the common council March I6(h, 1885.
is the first time in six of eight weeks. He
That on Monday the 7th day of June, 1886, at
cannot expect that the people will come 7:30 o'clock p. m.,the common council will meet
out to meeting unless he keeps his ap- at their rooms to considerany objections to said
estimates, plans, diagrams, and profiles, that may
pointments
Some people here on the be made.
By order of the common council
Lake Shore always hang back, and
have not got their corn planted yet.
Gko. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
Others of our residents have had theirs
planted for a long time, in fact they
$aticoJ.
imagine they have it part'y cut already.

West

THE FINEST

Wall Paper, Ceiling Decorations,

Proposed Improvement of
W est Twelfth St. Special
Assessment District.

May

The caboose was one of the cars derailed,
ns it

at the large Furniture Store of

A New and Large Assortment of

To Simon Do

Big Rapids, jumped the track at Turn-

and trainmen,

down

MEYER, BROUWER & OO.

Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:80 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are free.
Subjects: Morning, “Lazarus and the
rich man.” Evening, “The Hebrew
captives in Babylon.”

local,” a

freighttrain running between this city and

and

same price already sewed and ready

for the

Citv op Holland, Clep.k’s Office,

Several cars of the "Dutch

bull’s siding on last

CARPETS

ZBTTIZT ITOTTIR/

tin.

terned after the Holland

-

!

Only $3.00 per Doz.
WILL S. WATKINS, the pepular artist,has
taken charge of Mr. A. M. Burgess Gallery, and
Intends to tarn out nothing bat first-class
work.
All those desiring fine Photos will find It to their
advantageto give him a call.

Cisterns and Drive Wells

Special Rates given to School Classes

pat In and repaired.

and Large OronpsJ
VIEWS OF MACATAWA PARK FOR SALE.

Give xu a call.

Don't Forget

19,

1885.

Stand, nearly opp. postofflee.
A.

VAN LANDEGEND A KERKHOF,
Holland, Mich., Jnm

the

W.

olknd,

M.fiURGESS, Proprietor.
8. WATKINS, Operator,

Mich., April

tt,m

4-ta

m-

••• *

[orncuL.l

of this

Hollahd, Mich., May 18, 1898.
The Common Council met in regular aeaelon and
was catted to order by the Mayor.
Members present: 31ayor McBride, Alderman
Ter Vree, Barrington, Bangs, De Merall, De Roo,
Bteketee, Bertsch, Knlte and the Clerk.
Minutes of the last five meetingswere read and
approved.
H D. Cook and three others petitioned that a
passable track be made Irom Cedar to Market
street, between blocks 54 and 59.— Referred to the
Committee on Street! and Bridges.
The following bills were presented for payment :
Robert B. Best, salary as city physician, 850.00:
Robert B. Best, salary as health oWcer, $12.50;

The Committee on Streets and bridges reported
that the covering of severalof the lire wells were
in a bad condition and lecommcnded that they be
repaired. Also reported on the petition of Jan
Lagestee and six others, asking that a streetlamp
be placed at the foot of Eighth street,and recommended that the prayers of the petitionersbe not
granted. -Adopted and the committee Instructed
attend to the re-covering of fire wells.

The Committee on Poor

reported, presenting
the semi-monthlyreport of the Director of the
Poor and said committee,recommending$23.00
for the support of the poor for the two weeks ending June 2nd, 1896, and having.rendered temporary
aid to the amount of 821 .25.— Adopted and warrants ordered issued on the city treasurer tor the
several amounts.

Moved by Aid. Harringtonthat the Director of
the Poor be directed to look into the claim of
said claim, then to strike Mr. Ogtrcl s name from
' the list of persons to receive aid from the City of

Holland.—Adopted.
The chairman of the select committeo on procuring prices of sales, presenteda number of
papers relatingto prices of varioussizes, styles,
etc.

Moved by Aid De Mercl! that the papers be
read by the clerk— Adopted.
Moved by Aid. Harringtonthat Mr. W. M. Hall,
agent ot U. D. Cary & Son, be allowedto present
tSe merits of the Cary safe.— Adopted,
Moved by Aid. Stekctee to accept the ofler of
the Dlebold Safe Co. for the No. 35 safe, 50x29x16
Inches, as per circular, providing the cabinet
work be arranged to suit the council at same price
mentioned.$164.16.
Aid. Ter Vree asked to be excused from voting
on the question.— Request not granted.Aid.
Kultc asked to be excused from voting on the
question. -Granted. Motion carried. Yeas, Ter
Vree, Harrington.Bangs, De Merell, Dc Roo,

to visit

us. The people of Grand

Rapids, would

Haven

jjcbbide,Jlavor.

accepted and adopted, excent that part relating to
the storage of gasoline — Lost
Moved by Aid. Do Roo that the message bo accepted. and that part of It referring to the negotlatiou of bonds be referred to the committee on
lys and Means.— Adopted.
Ways
Adopted
Iloved by
by Aid
Aid. Bangs that the matter of moving
Moved
i gasoline building be referredto the Committee
011° Public Buildings and Proni
Pronerty.—
.
Adopted.
Moved bv Aid. Kulte to adjourn. -Lost.
The Secretary of Protection Hose Company reported the resignation of Frank Van Ry'and the
election of John A. Pieters as a member of the
company subject to the approval of the Common
Council.'-Approved.
The Chlel Engineerof the Fire Department in a
communication to the Council submitted the following recommendation?,viz.: That F. U. Nye be
appointedassistant engineer; that two Babcook
----^ the
fire extinguishers be
purchasedand placed on
Hook and
cf
J1UU*
UUU Ladder Truck; that SO,) or 400 feet
--'
hose be purchasedto replace old hose and the pur
chase of five rubber coats to replace those burnt at
the fire of the old town house; that the new engine house should receive the early attention of
the council in order to get It completed before the
winter sets in as the apparatus requires better
protection from the weather than It now has.—
Laid on the table until the next meeting of the
council, to be taken up on the order of unfinished
business.
The following bills,having been approved by
the Board of W ater Commissioners,were certified
to the council for pavment: Standard Oil Co.,
*bbl. of oil. $10.20; T.Kepnel, Y* bbl. of lime,
70c.; R. K. Werkman, 2 1316 cords steam wood,
$3.52; C. & W. Si. R'y Co., freight on 1 box pipe
flltlugs.'25c.— Allowed and warrants ordered Issued on the city treasurer for the several amounts.
J . A . Ter Vree’s bid to do city teaming ai $2 50
per day, and by the load at 21 cents, was accepted
and job awarded to him.
The City surveyor reported profile and estimates
for the improving, grading and gravelingof
Twelfthstreet, between the center of River street
and the Fair Grounds.—The grade was established
and determinedaccording to the survey and profile made by Geo H.Bipp, City Surveyor,and all

..
A-UV.UV* ™

-

*

grades heretoforeestablishedand determined

Overstocked

trouble is we have so many advantages and
inducementsthat our people do not see the netd
of making more or improvingwhat wc have. We
must rememberthat we have Holland. Petoskey
and many other resorts to compete with, and w e
must not only make inducementsfor resorters to
visit us, but we must let them know by advertising what we can do for them If they will come.
Another point: When we do get them here let us
treat them as our guests. Give them value received for their money and not He awake nights to
scheme how to fleecethem. We want a nice crowd
here this summer and we want them treated so
well that next year they will come again and bring
their friends with them. Let ateps be taken to
improve the surf bathing grounds and also let
a way be provided fjr getting there. It is too far
to walk iu warm weather and we are not in favor
of seeing our guests charged exorbitantrates for
the privilege of riding to the lake through the
dust. A small dock could be built at a little expense to land passengers on and we have plenty of
steam yachts to run on this route. This would
make this featureof our resort first-cljss in every
respect. When this is done we could have some
bath houses placed on the beach to take the place
of the pens now used. One improvement will
follow another until we have the finest resort in
the west and can enjoy the presence of thousands
of visitors every season Our city will then take
on new life and hard times will be unknown
here. , * *"

o
M

The

Saturday steps were taken to organize
an associationof some thirty or forty of

the businessmen

Common

*>f

the place and the

Council was asked to lease

a

ou the lake shore for the
purpose ol starting “a park.” Time alone
will tell how well they succeed with the

-b .b

O Q
• +No.

4.

b., M. <& 31.

No. 2

No.

R. R.

.00am 1.40pm Lv Marq'ttel A
2.80 “ ..... Onota .....
2 50 “ ... An Train ..
3.25 *' ...iiunislng
3.44 "
Reedsboro2
12.20pm 4.50 “ ... .SeneyS .....
1.45 " 5.50 “ .. Dollarvllle..
2.05 “
5A7 “ ...Newberry...
4.15 •'
7.25 “ ..... Raima .....
+7

8.25 “
9 05 “
10.00 “
10.30 “

Capital Stock 650,000.

D.
SWEET,

G. P. BOOTH. M.
E. C.

WITH ALL KINDS OF

r.rL

i?So

pi

•2.05pmt5.80pm
4.03 “
1.13 "

“
15 “
9.00 “
7.40

8

C^. or G.
1. Road?
Connections.

\ ia

R.

&

si

sere

9

80pm

6

15am

40 “
10 30 “
1

ab ^ a
** =i

-

2. 5
i i 3
T < 3 =
— FT S C
6 15am

Lv Mack. C'y A

A

Bay City Lv

" Saginaw C’y

7

10

M.

&

10

*•

8

“ (id. Rapid? “
40pm “ Kalamazoo “
40am “ Pt. Huron “

5

”

50 “

6

“

“

o’

x?:

2

30 “
00 “
00 “

F-2

AND

n 2r-ir.

Catarrh, Diseases peculiar to Women and Private Disease? made a specialty.
The only office in the staje^ which gives genuine

Mich.

STOVES.

Chicago and West Michigan Railway.

Head!

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
Nl’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

20
20
37
23
25
10

a.

m

11 50 5 00
1 10 8 05
1 31 9 20
2 35 12 00
3 55 2 35
7 00

Oil Stoves,

p.

m

Baljy Carriages,

p.m a.m. a. m. p.m

Holland .............. 3 30 8 40 t4 45 10 25
5 40
Zeeland ............. 3 401
4 56 10 35
5 58
with scare. This reads nicely,but any one suffer- Grand Rapid? ........
4 30‘ 9 25 5 45 11 20 | 7 15
ing with rheumatism or neuralgia would do much
souls, and the most massive characters ate seemed

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

Center Tallies,

a. m. p. m. p. m.iu.ui.
....... 9 00 12 35 10 40 4 20
Zeeland ..............9 58
11 25 5 10
Holiaud ......... ..... 10 10 1 20 11 35 5 25

Grand Rapid?
Active, Pushing and Reliable.
H. Walsh can always be reliedupon to carry in
stock the purest and best uoods, and sustain the
reputation of being active, pushiugand reliable, by

from Holland to muskegon.
a in. p.m. a. m p.m p.
Holland ..............10 25 3 30
4 20
4 25
4 55

recommending articles with well established Grand Haven ....... 11 15
merit and such ns are popular. Having the Ferrvsburg ..... ..... 11 20
Muskegon ..........11 55

agency for the celebratedDr. King's New Discovery for consumption, colds and coughs, will
sell it on a positive guarantee. It will surely cure
any and every affectionof throat,lungs, or chest,
and in order to prove our claim, we ask you to
call and get a Trial Bottle Free.

r

+5 30
6 30
6 40
7 15

5
6
6
7

35
30
35
10

m.

8
9
9
10

40
30
35
05

Bedsteads,

ROM MtsKLGON TO HOLLAND.

m.iU. m.
Muskegon .......... 1 45; 11 40
FerrysKurg .......... 2 80 12 25
Grand Haven ....... 2 35 12 30
Holland ..............3 25 1 20

p.m. a.m. p.tm

p.

7
7
7
8

OH
38
43
40

8 50
9
9 27 10
9 33 10
10 20 11

.

50
40
45
35

p.m.

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
p.m

polices.

Holland ............

3
3
Hamilton.
3
Allegan ............. 4
.

Brashes

!

The largest assortmentof all kinds of
brushes, paint, calcimining, clothes,

in

!0
ID

55

50
11 25

m

25

Bed Springs,

4(i

10

30

FROM ALLEGAN
a.

a.

80
45

I’0

HOLLAND.
p. m

Mattresses,

Hats Trimmed

tf.

“An Ordinance Relativeto Peddlera,Hawkers, of religion, II;

$fur

Van

W.;

*

loe! loe!

Hummer

&

, .
Sons. The price for tbe season, for famiOu motion Dr. Henry Bremers was appointed'
lies, has been reduced to five dollars. 15-4
City Physician and Health Officer, After several
ballots being cast for the appointmentof a president pro tem of tha Common Council resultingin
Golden Seal Bitters is meeting with
no choice the matter of appointment was laid upgrand success wherever used. It- is an
on the
Council adjournedto Tuesday,7:30 p. m., May article
great merit. Every family
25th,
.
sfiouldbare it in the bouse. It is the
Gio. U. 8ipp, City Clerk.

table.
1886,

„

of

coming family medicine.

Building For Sale.

Burdock Blood
bitters
roa

the above beading ibe Grand

14-3m.

AND EVERYTHING

heine 115 pounds and at the time the
weighed 175. She could not wear a buttoned shoe and had terrible spells of dizziness almost amounting to apoplexy,
but from ibe first she has received rapid
improvement, haS no more of those unconscious spells and has lost ten pounds
in weight and we have every reason to
believe she will improve until her health
is entirely restored or as well as any one
can expect to be at her age.
I have been an intense sufferer from
asthma for thirty years and suffered everything but death and by these Doctors have
been restored to comparativehealth. They
have relieved me of Asthma so that I
sleep well, eat well, and work well fur a
man ol my years. It my wife’s heallh is
restored equally with my own it is all I
could ask lor and more ihau we had sny
reason ever to expect. I have often sat
on the porch and prayed that the lightning w..pld strike me dead, and end my
suffering,but tbe Lord's ways are not our
ways. He knew there was a party who
would relieve me, but let me suffer on until my deliverer came, which they did in
good time, and thanks to Drs. B , S.
Co., I now work several hours a day at
hoeing or other farm labor which seems
almosi increditableto those who knew of

my former suffering.
W. A. COANDELER.
Mu?kogon, Mich,, Dec. 15, 1885.
Editor Pion^r, Sib:
I would like to elate through the columns of
your paper to those that arc sick that I am at Muskegou being treated by Drs. Booth, Sweet A Co.
When I came to them for treatmentI was failing
?o last I had about given up rl|bopo of ever getting well, but thought I would try these doctors as
a laat resort. I have been here now four weeks
and am gaining In flesh and feel that Ishall eventually regain my health.I would ray that I found
the doctors to be Just what they advertise to be,
and that all who are suffering irom chronic dlfflcuitteawill do well to consult them.
Jou.t W. Ramsey.

Dus. B.

IN

THE

That Ache in Small of Back.

Weary, Aching Bones.

Burdock Blood
Bitters
cuus

House Furnishing

Dyspepsia.
Dfapspcla.

Co.,

I-.I3VE,

Paris,Tea
the favor of

the publicand now
among the leediag
cines of the oUdoa.

ranka
Medi-

yon. When

,

,

1

came

to

you

l

had no hope and no

and it was the hardest work that 1 could do
to make up my mind to come to yon, as I had
tried so many doctors and spent so much money
and all to do no good to me. I believed there was
no help for me, and thought all doctors were
humbugs, or else they were very much mistaken
)e worms,
in myy complaints.
Some said I had tape
com pi
some
bad consumption,tome said Bright's
some: said
ss 1It]
disease,one said I had cancer of the stomach,
,

someone thing and some another;none knew.
When I called on Drs. B. 8. 3b Co., they gave me
a very carelulexamination. They said they
could help mu, and told me bow much It would

m

resort I would try once
urged ww
so —baid
— • — to call oa them
by tho§e who had been treated bjr them.
I am happy to say that to-day 1 am a well man.
The first and second months I thought I should
i
never live to go half way throughwith the course
but it was a struggle for life, and I (ought the bait.e and won the
victory. I* owe
my life to Drs. B.
‘ Tier----°
8. A Co. I would say 'to all poor sufferers, call ou
them before it is too fate.
......
I am your frleud and Drs, B. S. A Co.’s sincere
friend for
8. 8. Hall.
a last

bad been
aasaas
»/vv

‘

Heport

of Cases,

Below we give a few extracts from letters which
have been received from those taking home treatment Oxygen.
A lady from Danville,Ky,. who has bees a sufferer from Bronchitis and Catarrh ordered home
treatment in May. A letter from her husband
dated Aug. 2nd, in which he ordered a second
treatment aaylng: “Mrs.
baa been osing
your Oxygen for three months. She has greatly
improved. Is a new woman.’’
A patient had Asthma and Dyspepsia,reported
as follows.June 18th: “In March last I sent for a
supply of your Compound Oxygen which reached
me early In April. I commenced using it at once
and am greatly beneflited. Believe I am entirely
cured of dyspepsia ana Asthma."
Mrs. D.
was grattlled with Oxygen In Hay
Fever. Instead of proetnlionfor a month after
her attack, she wuaa weil aa ever In. a Jkw^dayaDr. Robert Bartholow. in hla late works on
practiceof medicine, recommend# oxygen la
fatty degeneration and dilationof tke heart, emphysema of the lungs, asthma, tie.

-
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URPHY BROS.

1895.

life:

JOSEPH LAN DON,

G Jim taken tli« lead ft
the tales of that clus of
remedies, and has
wmedi
almost universal sausfac-

6.

to express my thanks
the kind and skillful tcestnuntreceived Irom

more, »»
as A
1
1JJUIC'

than before in ten yean. It relieved mj
kidney troubles as well. We both
you, the makers of it. G
Godspeed.
Chelsea,

&

cost. I thongltt as

Gun:— I

tm\ it mv duty to say repeeling Burdock Blood
looa Bitters, t'
that it is
ths best medicine I ever took. I itiffered
two or three yean from stomach troubles
and dyspepsia,!! well as from liver act!
kidney complaint. I was not able to attend to my business. My wife was afflicted
in much the same way. We read of your
Bitten in the papen and made up our
minds that we would try fA/rn. The result
is, my wife and I began to improve at ouc<»,
and 1 am now able to do more hard work

S.

ue»tlemkm:—Allow me
for

taith

Burdock Blood
Bitters
ItUIVBS

The building on Eighth street, uow occupied by R. A. Hunt as a saloon will be
Haven Exerting Tribune bad tbe following sold cheap and on easy terms. Inquire of
liSSf**
last w eek Tbunday:
. Mrs. E. Rbuisenoa. For tale at the drug Here of U. Walsh

Under

Traverse City, July 18th, 1895,
Eight weeks ago I took my wife to Drs.
B. S. & Co. for examination,she having
been suffering from ahdomlnialdropsy for
the last ten years, her natural weight

South Bend, Ind., June

Ohaiwoa

Summer Snort.

Drs. B. a.&Co.:
Gentlemen— My wife, who had dropsy
of the heart, and had been given up to die
by our beat physicians, has, under your
treatment for the past two montha, rapidly improved and wo believe a permanent
recoverywill be the result. Her improvement has been far beyond our expectation
and for winch we are very grateful.
Yours truly, B. C. Hardy.

T

Answer to Rev. Jacob

and persons selling or exposing for sale any goods,
Der Medico's article in De Hone;
wares, merchandise,refreshments, or any kind of
property orthlng, from any stand, cart, vehicle, Sabbath observance by V.
Golden
or other device iu the streets, highways, or in or
words; The Bible an orthodox book? etc.;
upon the wharfs,docks, open places or spaces.
public grounds,or buildings
the City of Notes. Subscriptionprice 50 cents for 8
------ within
vtt
Holland;'' an ordinance entitled. "An Ordinance months. 12 numbers per year. Address
to amend section ten of an ordinance” entitled, Liberal Publishlng.Co., Grand Rapids.
“An Ordinance Relative to ObstructingStreets
and Sidewalks,”passed April 6th, 1688, approved
April 7tb. 1886.
The Leonard Dry Air CleanableRerrigMoved by Aid. Bangs that that part of the
Mayor'smessage, with reference to new Engine erators are the best. For sale by R. RanHouse, bo referred to the Committeeon Public ters & Sons.
Buildings and Property.—Adopted.
Moved by Aid. Bertsch that when Mr. Noble,
city lamplighter, baa In each mouth compleUu hia
term of lightingthe street lamps and so Informed
Leave your orders for ice with G. P.
the city clerk,the city clerk aball iaaue a warrant
or at the store of R. Ranters
on the city treasurerin payment thereof.—

Act!
1884.

&

p.m.

Allegan ............ 9 10 4 80 11 2'
tooth and hat brushes ever in this city is Hamilton ......... 9 42
5 05 12 15
at the drug store of DR. \V. VAN PUTFillmore ............. 9 50 5 18 12 30
TEN where they will be sold at the lowest Holland .............10 15 5 80 1 00
possible prices. Call and see them. 10-2t
tDatiy. All other train?dally except Sunday.
All train?run by Central Standardtime.
.Ticketsto all points in the United State? and
Canada.
Free.
J. H. CARPENTER. Gen. Pa??. Agt.
Every Monday of this and next month
F. G. CHURCHILL Station A?ent.
we will trim Hats for nothing. It is understood, as a mailer of course, that the
Sulrcrtisnurnts.
necessury material is to be bought at our
place that
We make this ofler in
order to induce people to come in the
early part ol the week; Friday and Saturday being such busy days that it is impossible to spend the proper time wrh our
customers. L. & S. Van den Behge.

p.

10,

Asthma Cured*

Holland to GRAND RAPIDS

of Buffering have emerged the strongest

fleet!

He

Pent water, Oct.

Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.

We

.

electric appliance? we have recently purchasedan
elegant Electric Chair, supplied with both the
1’aradic and Galvaniccurrents.Electric,Vapor,
and MedicatedBaths given when required. Also
a full line of Spectacles and Lenses— the finest
quality constantly on hand.

What Our Patients Say

Taking Effect Sunday, Nov. 29, 1885.

day

Adopted

We make a specialtyof Diseases of the Eye and
Ear, Brain and Nerves, Stomach, Liver and Heart,
Throat and Lungs. Catarrh. Asthma and Consumption,Constipation, Rheumatism, Neuralgia,
Cancer, Scrofula and Skin Diseases,Fits. Palsy,
Dropsy, Tumors, Goiter, Piles, Female Diseases,
etc.* etc.

WATSON.

1

K*

Furniture
--

A.
E.W. ALLEN.
Gen I Superintendent, Gen. Pas?. & Ticket Agt
Marquette.
Marquette, Mich.

2
2
3
4
7

.

3

Express Trains Nos. 1 ami 2 make clone connection? with night train? from and to nil Eastern
and Canadian point?, on both Michigan Central
and Grand Rapids Indiana Railroads.

Holland .............10 25
Grand Junction ..... 11 37
Bangor. ............. 11 55
Benton Harbor ...... 1 27
New Buffalo ......... 2 35
Chicago ............. 5 43

s

ill®

5

fku.m

better by using Salvation Oil. Price 35 cents.

J

Second-Hand

r>

00pm

3

1

SI

2

9

6

*.

as

8

Boston

2*^

“
05 "

00am
15 “

9

‘

2 55pm

35 “
05 “

2 15
1 10

Detroit “
8 10pm “ Buffalo “
7 45 “ “ Toronto
8 18am “ Montreal“
2 20pm
Quehnc “
!1I 00am " New York ••
in

25pm

2.

troubles in Chicago and other places and,
whereas some people coniound the K. of
p.m. p.m. a. ra p.m.
L. with those turbulent orgnnizalions.
Therefore; Be it
FROM CHICAGO HO HOLLAND.
Resolved,That H. A. K. of L., No. 3719
a. ru. p.m ptm.ia. m.
condemn all such organizationsand are Chicago ............ 9 (HI 3 30 9 55!
New Bulla o ........ 11 85 5 35 12 30 7 25
not in sympathy with the so-called SocialBenton llurbor ....... 12 42 6 35 1 50 11) 15
ists, Communists, or Anarchists.
Bangor ...............2 0-2 7 2-2 2 55 1 35
Grand Junction ...... 2 20 7 35 3 17 2 55
By Committee.
Holland ............. 8 30 8 40 1 40 5 20
p m. p.m. a. m. p. m.

Out

c*.

?

.

.

a.m. p.m. p+m.

SCAN THESE CLOSELY.

d

No. 3.

1.

12.45 “
3.33 “
12.05 *'
2 30 “
11.47am 2 Ot) "
10.40 " 12.05 “
9.50 “ 11.00 “
9.50 “ 10.30 “
8.31 “
8.15 “
..... Morau ..... 8.11 “
7.42 “
.. St. Ignacc4 .. 7.45 “
7.00 “
A Mack. C’y5 Lv 7.00 “
.

TOWNS.

along said portion of Twelfth street, and not In
conformity with said profile,were repealed and
annulled.
Moved by Aid. Harrington that the profile,diagram, and estimates of the expense of the proposed grading and graveling of Twelfth stree’t in
the City of Holland, as made and prepared by Geo.
H Snip, City Surveyor,and submitted to the
council, be deposited with the city clerk for public
examination, and that the city clerk be instructed
to give notic^tbereoi, and of the proposed im10 tf.
provement, and of the district to be assessed
therefore,ns determined by resolution of the
common council, March 16th. 1888, by publishing
have again received a new l:ne of
the same for two weeks in the "Holland City Summer Hats, Bonnets and Ribbons and
Kews,” and tlint Monday, June 7th. 1886, nt 7.30
be and the same is hereby determined as a large assortment of Flowers, Ostrich
the time when the common council will meet at Tips, and Ponpons.
the Council Rooms to consider any objections that
16
L. & S. Van dkn Bergb.
may be made thereto.— Adopted.
Aid. Bertsch gave notice that at the next meetThe Liberal Publishing Co., Grand Ralog of the common council he would introduce ihe
following ordinances, viz: An ordinanceentitled, pids, has just published number IV of
•An OrdinanceRelative to Pawnbrokers; an orthe Voices from the Liberal Holland
dinance entitled,“An Ordinance Relativeto
Auctioneers;”an ordinanceentitled, “An Ordi- Church, Grand Rapids. Editor, Rev. F.
nance Relative to Showa;,’an ordinanceentitled, W. N. Hugeuholtz. Contents:The origin

.

D. A. Me DON A LI? M. D. j Examin* phyzlclane.
And Medical Conocll of 6 Eminent Physicians.

tract of land,

Holland, Mich., May 13, 1S30.
Whereas, In view of the recent labor

Medical Director.
Surgeon-in-Chlef.

.

* ^
3

He-OrganM 1885.

.

.

5.00 ••
5.50 “

1

Self
c- r

30am Lv Houghton A +7.30pm
9.:o » . .. L’Ause.... 6.10 “
11.00 “ ... Republic.... 5.20 “
12.10pm ..lehpeming... 3.50 “
12.25 “
.. Negannee... 3.38 “
1.00 “ A MarquetteLv 3.00 “
+8.

EstaMisM 1880.

A

S.

Incorporated 1886.

1

By Request.

to

Muskegon, Mich,, U,

Ip?

I call your

Moved bv Aid, Harringtonthat the message bo

INSTITUTE,

“Mackinaw Short Line,’

to have oxcuriions rates made between this city The only Direct Route between ths East and the
Upper Penin«Dla of Michigan.
and Grand Rapids. As it now la Holland will
TIKE TABLE.
catch the people as it did laat summer, when
EAST.
WEST,
Taking Effect
250,000 round trip ticketswere sold from Grand
BEAD DOWK.
BEAD CP.
Dec. &. 1885.
Rapids to Holland. Our natural advantagesare
MINERAL
far superior to any other resort in Michigan,and
RANGE R. R.
s
yet nothing is done to improve them. A Grand
-3
+7.15amLv.. Calumet.. A 0.00pm
Rapids man told us a few days ago that he knew
s
8.05 •» ....Hancock.... t9.10am S = BS
of w great many people in his city that would
M. H. AO. R.R.
c.
much prefer coming here to going to Holland.

enterprise.

medlltelj «cured

Detroit,ISackinic & Xinputte Biilroii,

improvement association should appointa committee to confer with the D. & M. railway officials

Adopted.
By the Mayor:—
attention to the necessity of taking action on the matter of the new En.
"ine House and Jail; the bonds for the loan of
83 0)0 should be issued and negotiated.The localion of the building or buildings secured, and
plans and specitlcationsobtained and adopted and
work commencedand finished as soon as practicable, as both of these buildingsare very much
needed at the present time. 1 also recommend
that the storage place of the gasolineused for
street lamps be changed to some less exposed
place, as It Is too dangerous* to be stored In so
public a place, an explosionis liable to occur
when least expectedand might result in the loss
of life Some more isolated place should be im-

—

— AMERICAN

pil

city to do something to encourage resortera

Bteketee and Bertsch,
Moved by Aid. Harrington that the Mayor and
Clerk cee to eflecting the purchase of a safe.—

Gentlemen:

several lotted from

aid us in every way possible.The Grand

Alfred Huntley, salary as chief engineer of Are department, 850.00; C. Ver Schure, salary as city
treasurer,822.91; Kdward Yaupell. salary as city
marshal, $29.17;Geo. H, 8ipp, salary as city clerk,
837.50; J. Be Feyter, paid one poor order, $1.75;
C. Ver Schure, one receiptbook, 35c. ; Peninsular
Gas Light Co., repairs on 22 street lamp burners,
$4.11.— Allowed and warrantsordered issued on
the city treasurer for the several amounts.

to

We have received

*

other cities asking ns to try and get the cltlzena

Common Council

A.B. Bosnian's

-

r
applied a

THE MASTER OF THE HOUSE.

wet towel to her eyes

for a
moment, and then, with a hypocritically
cheerful countenance, opened the door.
little, fat dumpling of a woman
hastened into the room, seeming to have
brought some of the sunshine in with her.
“Good morning. Josie! How is Mrs.
Mitchell this morning? Dear, dear, baby,
do stop crying— you’ll 'waken yonr mamma
if you don’t. Give him to me, Josie. You

BY JOHN DENNIS.

A

Be cannot walk, ho cannot speak,
Nothingho knows of books and men,
Ho Is the weakest of the weak,
And has not strength to hold a pon ;
Be has no pocket and no purse,
Nor ever yet has owned a penny,
But has more riches than his nurse,
Because he wants not any.

know how to manage him. Poor
thing! Did Aunt Josie stickpins in
him? There— there— there!”
And baby, as if yielding to the soothing
voice nnd motherly touch, stopped crying,
and did not renew it, all through the tryiug
don’t

Be rules his parents by a cry,
And holds them captive by a smile,
A despot, strong throughinfancy,
A king from lack of guiR
He lies upon his back and crows,
Or looks with grave eyes on h's mother.
What can he mean '/ But I suppose
They understandeach other.

little

Indoors or out, early or late,
There is no limit to his sway,
For, wrapped in baby robes of state,
Ho governs night and day.
Kisses he ta es as rightful due,
And, Turk-like, has his slaves to dress him.
His subjects bend before hid*, too,
I'm one of them, (jod bless him I
—London Spectator.

process of bathing and dressing. Finally,
tho task completed,Mrs. Moore held him
up for inspection,a largo quantity of flannel, linen, tucks, and embroidery, nnd a
very small amount of baby.
A few femininerhapsodies from the two
ladies followed, of course, and then Mrs.
Moore, little bu- peeling the pain she was
causing, said:
“Wasn’t Mrs. Mitchell delighted with
her pictures? They are so exquisite, so
life-like, ami the very ones she admired so
much when we were down town together
one day. She could scarcely’pass them,
but she said she could nut afford to buy
them. I was glad for her, when I saw Mr.
Mitchell purchasing them. By the yvny,
who was the young lady helping him to select those beautiful vases the other day? I
happened into Sewell
Howard's while
they were in there. She really has one of
the sweetest faces I ever saw.”
The poor, sick wife, listening with the
painful eagerness which only a heart tilled
with love, grief, nnd jealousy can know,
could not repress a slight moan, and Josie,
glad of any excuse to keep from replying,
got up hastilyand busied herself about the
bed.
Mrs. Moore laid baby doyvn in his crib,
and fearing that further conversation
might disturb Mrs. Mitchell,slipped quietly
out of the room, promising to come in and
dress baby again next day.
As soon as the door closed,Josie stooped
down and put her arms around her sister’s
neck.
"My poor darling! It seems too cruel—
it is unjust to the last degree that you
should have to suffer so. Just think how
you have economized ever since your marriage, working late and early, and often beyond yonr strength, always patiently sacrificing yonr own pleasure,for the sake of
helping Harry and not being a burden to
him. And you’ve worn your old dresses,
and half starved your intellect, be-

courage gvaduaiiy deserting them. By
some kind of carelessness or lucky chance,
the front door had been left slightly a nr.
Josie stood with her hand on tho bell,
when the sound of Mr. Mitchell'svoice
within caused her to change her mind, and
quietly pushing open ihe door she entered,
beckoning to her sister to follow her.
They found themselvesin a pretty hall,
where the gas was burning but dimly. Mr.
Mitchell s hat and overcoat hung on the
hat-rack, with a kind of at-home air, that
sent a pang through his wife’s heart.
They sto| ped a moment to gain courage,
nnd then walked quietly to the door of the
parlor, where they heard Harry talking.
Looking in, they saw a pretty, large room
beautifullycarpeted, with handsome furniture, several flue pictures on tho walls, an
elegant piano, and on artistic mantel covered with lovely bric-a-brac, underneath
which a bright grale tire was sparkling nnd
glowing.
fantastic table was
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The Principle of tho Telephone.
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monlze well with the neutral character

The telephone is an invention for re- of these natural colors. As to those
producing the human voice by the who have ash-colored hair, and skin in
agency of electricity at long distances keeping with it, eyes blue as the sea or
from the speaker. Its principle and sea green, their delicate and extreme
constructionmay be described as fol- softness calls for half-warmtints, with
from a galvanic battery suggestionsof neutral gray or slashings
of pale blue. Black velvet gives them
fairness without detracting from the
thus while the current continues to pass distinction and delicacy which are the
around it; when this ceases its magnet- characteristics of their complexion, and
ism disappears. If the bar is of steel, pearls form in their ornaments, a happy
however, its magnetism is permanent; consonance, provided their cold color is
that is, though the current is removed, relieved by one that is decided, tasteit still remains magnetic. Now*, since fully used and concentrated within a
electricitycan make a magnet, it is pos- space, such as a polished but uncut garsible, in turn, to make, a magnet the net, a ruby or a trinket of gold. — “ Art
source of electricity.Suppose a piece in Ornament and Dress,” from the
of iron be brought close to the end of a French of Charles Blanc.
lows

:

If a wire

wound around a bar of soft iron, the
bar will be made magnetic, and remain
bo

magnet, it will be forcibly held
Red-Pepper Papers.
there by the magnet’s power of attraccovered with pots of flowers in
‘‘Old Tin,” said the Deacon, “that
tion.
A
wire
may
be
wound
around
the
full blossom— roses, pansies, nnd primwas a good story of Honest Bob and the
roses lending their sweetness to add to the bar and its ends joined, then if the piece
of iron be pulled oil' from the magnet man who had a passion to be rich. It
DOLLY.
attractivenessof the room.
Mr. Mitchell stood before the fire, a pic- bar, and stuck on again, a current of reminded me of another. When I was
We were schoolfellows,Dolly and I.
ture of contentment. Beside him stood a electricity will run through the wire a roytish youngster about town, before
At a little dame school in the town close by;
young
girl, dressed with quiet elegance, every time this is done. Electricity you were born— old as you are— we had
I carried her books, ami sbo held my hand—
Two innocent children of God's own hand.
her golden hair done up high on her pretty, produced in this way is called magneto- a very grasping banker here. He v>n\
We would marry when we grew up, wo said.
shapely head, her sweet face turned np lo
electricity,and the current in the wire always on the alert to enlarge his busiGrave plans for the time to come wo laid—
look at the tall man beside her, her violet
A small boy I. and a wee girl she,
is said to be an induced electric current. ness connection,and it was the fashion
eyes full of admiring fondness.
In those bygone days - ah me 1 all mo
to say of him that he cooked up most
Mrs. Mitchelldrew a short, agonized If, now, this wire be extended to a disof his skinflint schemes in church.
We grew— we were married— Dolly and I,
tance,
no
matter
how
great,
and
coiled
breath, os she saw her happy rival, but no
A
At the quaint old church lu tbo town close by
“Among the whole-souled commercial
around
another
magnetized
bar,
the
word
escaped
her
white
lips.
The farm was purchased,the fees were paid—
“Well, it really is pleasant here now, currents induced in it, by making and men in town was one that I will call
“What a blitheyoung couple 1" the neighbors said.
And so wo were till tbo winds blow bleak,
isn't it, Clara? Do you know, since I Mve breaking the contact of the piece of Beckford. Skinflint had long had a
And chilledtho roses on Dolly’s cheek,
become accustomed to this delightful soft iroii4with the first magnet, will at feeler out for Beckford’s deposits, and
Like the waning tide of n wavclosssea,
house, the poor little parlor at home ha><
Her life ebbod gently— ab mo . uh me
the same time affect the magnetism in one day he made a direct hid for them.
begun to look co dim nnd cheerless that I
“ ‘Come over and do business with
the distant magnet. A still more reIf you want to know why I ofttimes sigh,
wonder how we ever could have lived in- it
You must come with mo to tho town close by
markable
fact
is that these induced cur- us,’ lie said. “You can have any accomall these years. But for you, I might have
You must seo tbo church where our vows wore
modation you want, but give us your
gene on in the same way years longer. rents may be sent through the wire
said,
business, old follow.’
And tho mound that covers the restfuldead,
without
the
actual
contact
of
the
soft
Well, I am thankful those times are past,
For my love is sleeping the ouiot sleep
“Beckford said he’d think about it,
and I intend to begin enjoyinglife now.”
iron with the steel magnet. If tho iron
That the Shepherd gives to His wearied sheep—
Then suddenly changing his tone, ho is brought very near to the magnet and and a few days later he dropped in on
And tho world is not what it used to bo,
said:
Ero its sunlight faded for her and mo.
then withdrawn,an electric thrill runs Skinflint.
— Chamberi Journal.
"I half believe that shrewd little sister- through the wire and is felt in the dis“ T’ve decided,’ he said, ‘to transfer
in-law of mine has begun to suspect sometant magnet, just as if the contact had my account to your hank at your solicithing. She has kept me in constant fear
tation, and I want a line of discount.’
of discovery for a week past. Aud been actually mode and broken. And
ILIRRY'S
HOME,
“Skinflint's eagerness and pretended
so,
if
the
soft
iron
be
moved
before
the
actually feel conscience - stricken
liberality suddenly cooled.
magnet,
no
matter
how
rapidly
or
gently,
—stricken
for
being
so
deceitful
with
poor
BY LAURA J. ARTER.
“ ‘Why, certainly, Mr. Beckford. Glad
Bessie. She is shut up in that dingv, close an electric pulse is felt with each molittle house, thinking her liege lord is out
tion of the magnet at the other end of to have you for a customer,but busi“What is the matter, Bessie? You look
on business, and so I am— a business of the connecting wire. This illustration ness is business, you know. We like
pnle enough to scare one, and I do believe
true love, isn’t it Clara?” And he stooped gives the fundamental principle of the to be sure of our ground, so if you don’t
you’ve been crying!”
and kissed the pretty, rosy lips.
“Oh! I’m just ns wretched ns I can be,
telephone. No galvanic battery is re- object it might he well enough for you
'I bis was too much for Josie to witness
Josie. My bend aches dreadfully, nnd
quired, as in the telegraph,to furnish to make a sort of statement as to your
without giving voice to her wrath, and she
the baby fretted nearly nil night, nnd— nnd
an
electricalcurrent, the motions of the capital. In short, how much do you
burst into the room, her cheeks flaming,
Harry forgot to kiss me this morning.”
soft
iron acting upon the magnet pro- consider yourself worth?’
Here tho littlewoman broke down in tents, cause books cost
much, and her eyes flashing, her whole form dilated
“ ‘See here, old Skinflint, ’bridled the
duce
a current sufficiently powerful,
with
auger.
while Josie, unused to such outbursts of have hardly allowed yourself to think of
indignant Beckford. ‘You solicited my
feeling from her quiet sister, essayed n music even, much as you love it, fearing
“Shame, shame on you, Harry Mitchell! even when these motions are the most
word of comfort, as sue resened the three- Harry might think you felt the need of a Are you lost to all honor and decency, that delicate possible. The piece of iron in business, confound you ! But since I’m
weeks old baby from its heap of soft piano.
for the sake of this wicked girl you give the telephone is called the diaphragm. in for it I don't mind answering you.
blankets, and set nbont the work of dress“He could not get one for you— for one up the truest love that was ever bestowed It is a thin, circular sheet of iron, a What am I worth? Well, blast you,
of the best and most devoted wives in the
ing it.
on man? Look at yonr poor victim, whose couple of inches in diameter, held by its I’ve got ten timqp— yes, fifty times— as
“Never mind, Bess, the headache will world, but he can buy an elegant one for heart you have wrung with the keenest
rim, and adjusted so that its center much as you have !’
soon pass off, and the baby is sweet enough this wretched girl, with her pretty young anguish! Are you not proud of your work?"
“Skinflint was taken way back. Beckcomes very close to the end of the magnow, to make up for his bad behavior of face, which has made him lose all sense of
Mrs. Mitchell, white and trembling, with
ford
was in very moderate circurastanceT
the night, and Harry will give you two shame and honor.” And Josie’sblack eyes a strange ringing in her ears, and a deathly netized bar. Its motions, which are to
and
tho
banker didn’t know what to
induce
the
impelling
of
the
electrical
kisses when he comes home, to atone for snapped scornfully,in spite of her tears.
sickness and weakness stealing over her,
the omission this morning.”
"Don’t— don’t, Josie! I can't bear to hear would have fallen to the floor, had not her current through the wire, are the vibra- make of his extravagant statement. Ho
Then she began talking to the littlepink it all. Oh! I have tried ho hard to be a husband sprung forward and caught her in tions of air, caused by the human voice finally asked him what he meant.
baby, who blinked his eyes in the light, good wife to him, working and saving his arms.
“ T mean, you old rip, that I have
in speaking. Everyone knows that
and looked as if he had never cried in his gladly, because I was so anxious for a dear
“My precious wife— my own true heart, sounds are propagated through the enough, aud that’s a thousand times
short life.
home of our own, where I could have a look up! Oh! darling, have you doubted
aerial medium by wave motions of this more than you’ll ever have. Here you
“Oh! you blessed little baby! You dar- little yard with a few tea-roses and vines to me?"
medium, and that we hear them by the are twice my age and you grab as
ling, soft mousey— auntie could hug the life make it beautiful.What have my sweet
Doubted xou\ Doubted such an innoeagerly n#w as you grabbed in youth.
out of you this minute. Do you know, dreams come to? A black, miserable end. cent, pure, true man as you? 0, impossi- impact of these waves on the drum of
the ear. It is also well known that Oh, no, you’ll never be worth as much
Bessie, I think his eyes are just like yours, I have not even my husband's love. Oh! ble!" Aud Josie laughed scornfully.
as I am. It isn't in you. That’s what
and his head is shaped for all the world Josie, how can I bear it? Were it not for
A littlewhite hand was laid soflly on these waves differ in length and rapidity
I mean.’
like his papa’s.”
my sweet baby, I should pray to die."
of
movement,
and
that
these
differences
her arm, and a gentle voice said plead"I don’t know that it has any particA sob was the only response, and Josie
"Don’t talk about dying. Bess. I'd live, ingly:
give the peculiarities of tone in musical
looked up in surprise,to find her sister just to spite him— the unfeeling monster!
"I am Harry’s half-sister—you are the instruments and the human voice. Now, ular relation to the story,” added tho
still weeping.
Get well just as fast as you can, and we ll sister of his beloved wife. I hud thought
these waves, started by a person talk- Deacon, "but it is a fact that old man
“Bess, what does oil you? You’ve not at least have the comfort of letting the guilty
to myself that we should love each other ing, beat against the diaphragm of the Skinflint died bv his own hand.”
told me everything yet, I feel sure, because creatures know that we arq^not blinded.
dearly. Let my hope become a reality.”
“And Beckford?”
telephone and throw it into vibrations.
it isn’t at ail like yon to cry about snch I’ll follow Harry down town to-night,
Josie burst into an uncontrollable tit of
“Turned banker himself,by George!
This iron diaphragm, acting inductively
trifles. There’s some trouble on your when he goes to that meeting, which will
laughing aud crying, aud there really
and
got rich, in fact. After he retired
on
the
magnet,
originates
magnetomind that you’re trying to conceal from be the first step towards proving his guilt, seemed to be danger of Harry’s sister being
me. What is it?”
and meantime, you must pretend ignorance,
dlectric currents in the wire helix about he went to New York ami enjoyed his
suffocated in her embrace. The reaction
fortune like a jolly old brick as long as
Between her sobs, poor Bessie related her wifely trosj, and all that.”
had been so sudden; the transitionfrom it, and these travel along the connectstory.
So Josie, planning away eagerly, began anger to gladnpes so great and complete, ing wire to another helix encircling the he lived. He left two or three sons,
“I thought at first I’d never tell anyone, to feel quite detective- like, and had not
that she felt half wild.
magnet at the other end, and, acting chips of the old block, who entered the
if it killed me, hut oh! I’m so miserable I
her sister been so miserable, would rather
Then followed satisfactoryexplanations. upon that, exert electro-magneticeffects law and who are to-day as successful as
can’t help confiding in yon, Josie. You have enjoyed the novelty of being an
Clara'sgrandfather, with whom she had which increase and decrease the strength they are honored aud honorable.”—
see I’ve been thinking for several weeks “avenger.”
lived since the death of her parents, when
of the magnet, thus setting its dia- Detroit Free Press.
that there was a change in Harry. He
Mrs. Mitchell appeared at the tea-table she was almost an infant, had recently
seemed so preoccupied,so— I can hardly that night for the first time since her ill- died. Through her loving persnasion and phragm into vibration. These vibraA Beautiful Blow.
explain it, out I felt he was concealing ness. Josie had coaxed her to wear one of gentle influence,he had been induced to tions correspondexactly with thos ) of
"One
day
in 1807,” says Mr. Ed.
something from me.
her own pretty wrappers, and had arranged bequeath twenty thousanddollars to Harry, the first diaphragm, and the second diaJohnson, of the Boston Ideals, “I was
“Well, this morning ho had been walking the mass of soft, brown hair quite artistically.
who had in some way offended him when he phragm is thus made to restore to the
baby to Sleep, and as he laid him down on And Mrs. Mitchelllooked very pretty in- was a mere boy, and with whom he had had air in one place what the first one re- standing in front of the old Logan House
at Altoona, Pa., admiring a superbthe bed, a folded paper dropped out of his deed. for her eyes were bright and her
no communication for years. He had also ceived from the air in another place.
pocket. He didn’t notice it, and I never chocks flushed with excitement, and the forbidden any correspondencebetween the
looking man who was pacing up and
These air-waves falling on the tymthought of it again, until he had been gone little hands, usually brown from hard work,
two children, but immediately after his panum of tho listener,reproducetho down the walk, meditating, presumably,
some time, when I accidentallytouched it were now white us lilies.
as the rest of us were, on the length of
death Clara had written to Harry, and also
original sound or voice. The arrangewith my hand, and almost without realizing
Josie looked at her admiringly, and won- announced her intention of visiting him.
minutes when one is waiting for a dement being the same at both ends* the
what I was doing, commencedreading it. dered if Harry could haw the heart to leave
Harry immediatelythought of tho plan
layed train. Presently a big, broadHere it is.” And covering her face with her for the sake of that other woman.
which he hod carried out. of buying a com- machine, of course, works both ways; shouldered molder, who seemed to
her hands, Mrs. Mitchell tried to shut out
It seemed that he had indeed become fortable house, having Clara come to help so that when a person is talking to the
recognizethe superb gentleman, shamher misery.
hardened enough even for that, for after select and arrange the furniture,and then, distant diaphragm the directionis rebled up near him and muttered someJosie’s pretty face grew scarletwith in- almost carrying his wife into the little
after everything was in perfect order, bring versed, and the sounds are emitted by
thing which was evidently intended to
dignation, as she read:
parlor, nnd affectionately arrangingthe his wife into it, and tell her it was home.
the diaphragm near by, and thus the
“Dear Clara:— I am so afraid of arousing pillows on tho lounge for her, he picked up
The latter part of his scheme, which was original talker gets his responses.— offend liim. The superb gentleman,
suspicion that I dare not come around this his hat and said, half apologetically,that it
however, paid no more attentionto it
to have been fulfilled on the morrow, Inter Ocean.
morning, though I long to do so. What do
was too bad, but he had to attend a meet- was spoiled by hi* unlucky letter, nnd
than to look rather sharply at the
you think of the pictures?Are they not
ing down town.
Josie’s
skill
as
a
detective.
molder and pass on. Soon the molder
lovely? They will help to make our little
Color and Complexion.
He flushed up hotly when Josie asked
Josie, though contrite in spirit,declared
homo bright and beautiful, though there will
repeated the performance, jvith about
The artist will employ for a brunette
be one dear, faithful ,ono there who would what kind of a meeting,and where it was that no good ever did come of concealing
the same result, and the lookers-on bemake any homo full of gladness for me. But to be held, and murmuring something anything from one’s wife, and I quite brilliant yellows and splendid reds. A
gan to wonder what it all meant. By
Fvo no time now for sentiment— I’ll save mv about important business in a distant part agree wi.h her.
jonquil-colored ribbon, a scarlet cameand by the molder, evidently mistaking
love-talk for the happy evenings which will of the city, hurried from the room.
Harry whisperedto his now happy wife: lia in the black tresses, a poppy-colored
soon be here.
Josie was on her feet in a moment, and
“My
dear, brave little Bessie, who toiled bodice, partially softened by Chantilly the superb gentleman’s indifference to
“I am glad yon are pleased with the carpet;
him for cowardice,stopped squarely bejerking on her hat and cloak, rushed out of so bravely for ray sake— she shall stint and
yonr taste is so exquisite. I feared I cor.ld not
lace, will give a dashing character to
the
door
just
in
time
to see Harry jump toil no longer. No more .faded dresses,
fore him and said something which
suit you. Tho piano will be here next week—
the figure so decorated, and instead of
would not look well in print about ‘the
a Steinwav,of course. What a little witch you into a hack and drive rapidly away. Feel- turned and turned again, but robes fit to
ing very much like crying, she returned to adorn her dear form hereafter, and books diminishingits effect, will add to it d
are to lead one into extravagances.
d Yankee general.’
“My life has been cramped and pinched since comfort her sister, who was heart-sick and nnd music and flowers, shall satisfy her new* force. But if we have to deal with
“I never saw a handsomerblow in my
my marriage,but now I am coming out of the wretched.
a delicate brunette with slightly jaded
longing soul.”
life. It landed squarely on the jaw of
shadows into the sunshine.
Mr. Mitchell came home at half past ten
My story is done, or I would tell how the features, or a brunette whose skin is tho molder and seemed to raise him
"What a fortunatething that no one in tho that night, but as Josie had gone to bed,
wonderfulbaby was sent for, and the tired, comparatively fair and eyes of a velvety
place is acquainted with yon. If they were,
and his wife pretended to be sleeping, he happy mother found the daintiest crib for black, we must no longer make use of neatly and gracefully into the air and
it might lead to awkward revelations.I’ll be
then stretch him tidily at full length on
•round this evening for an hour or two. I’ll was saved the annoyance of being ques- its nse in her beautiful bedroom up stairs. striking and decided colors. Here, on
tioned, Thanking his stars for this good
And how Josie and Clara loved each the contrary,soft colors should be em- th6 platform several feet away. The
tell Bessie I’m going to a meeting.It is foolsuperb gentleman looked at the back of
ish, I know, but I almost feel sorry to deceive lock, he crept quietly into bed, wilhont other dearly, and often laughed merrily
ployed, especially pale blue, because
her so, but of course it can’t be helped.
rousing either wife or baby.
over their first tragic meeting, nnd a great
his hand with an expression of disgust
“Lovingly,
Mrs. Mitchell bore up bravely under her many other equally interesting-things, but that is the shade which approaches as if condemning the hand for what it
“Harry.” trials. With a pure conscience and clear,
nearest to white, without having its
I won’t, becanse, as I said before, my story
had done, and then resumed his promeJosie ground her little whiter teeth steady mind, she determinednot to sink is done.
rawness.
*
nade as if nothing had happened. Tho
together as she finished, and her wrath under trouble, but, in doing her duty, to
If the hair of a blonde be golden or
last I saw of the molder his friends
broke forth in a storm of angry words.
rise above it.
Lighting Power of Coal.
red, it ought without doubt to be acwere helping him away, but I frequently
“The base, deceitful wretch! I never
Josie, more passionateand impetuous
Franklin Institutetests indicate that companiedby its complementarycolor,
could have believed it of him, had I not than her sister, could scarcely restrainher
saw Gen. Hancock after that, and came
one pound of coal burned under a good a dark violet 'velvet bonnet, a tuft of
seen this letter with my own eyes. . I don’t indignation, aud never ceasecl her scrutiny
to know that he was always the some
boiler yields a light of about twenty violets in the bair, a deep lilac dress,
see how he dare look you in the face again. of hei brother-in-law’sconduct.
kind of man — slow to take offense, but
will
go
with
it
marvelously
well.
There
No wonder he forgot to kiss you! I just
Her vigilance was at last rewarded, by candles by the incandescentelectric
wonderfully effective in punishing one
wish I were a man— I’d thrash him within finding a card which Harry dropped as he system. The same weight of coal gives is another color which suits all shades
who did succeed in offending. ” — Chian inch of his life— I would indeed. Oh, sat at dinner one day, It was simply the from the naked arc light about 158 of red hair— green of a medium intenyou poor, innocent little baby, Aunt Josie number- of a house— 381 Elm street—hut candles, only 80 candles being ordi- sity. If the. complexion of the blonde cago News.
wonltl rather see you dead than to know somehow, with woman's intuition, she felt
During a trial in Alabama, an old
narily available, on account of tho shad- be delicate and • ’fresh, an orange,
you would ever be such a perfidious wretch that it was the number of that house.
ing of arclights. The- gas from one Turkey, or ruby red will set off the fellow who had been arraigned for killis your father.”
So, that night, as fcoon as Air. Mitchell
pound of bituminous coal yields freshnessand delicacy, partly by simi- ing a man, arose and said: “Jedge,
In spite of her savage and rather un- left the bouse, Josie procured a carriage,
larity, partly by contrast.Women who thar ain’t -no ns’n goin’ on with these
womanly words, Josie shed sojne very and the two ladies were soon driving to- from 14 to 17 candles. The greater
are placed, so to speak, in the halt- here proceedin’s, fur I shot Tobe, but
economy
of
fuel
in
electric
lighting
is
womanly tears, over the soft, baby face wards Elm street. Telling the driver to
Bhe had gatheredup close to her heart. wait till they returned, Josie and her sister offset by the increased expense for ma- shades of color, may /wear either what that ain’t nobody’s bus’ness, fur he wuz
suits brunettes or blondes, provided the a friend o’ mine.” “If he was yonr
Baby, as if in sympathy^ set up a vigorpus stopped a moment before entering the gate, thinery and attention. .
m, which spoke volumes for the strength to look around them.
tones of their dress and ornaments be friend, it’s all right,” replied the Judge,
of his lungs, and Josie trjed in vain to
It was.a clear, moonlightnight, and they
A workshop of the stone age has subdued in proportion to the degree of “for a man has a right to take a few
could distinctly see a pretty yard with a been discoverednear-thegates oj Paris, warmth in their complexion. Pure yel- liberties with his friends. The people
pacify him.
In the midst of this distress, a gentle shell walk winding
and out
low or deep red would illv suit chestnut in this part of the country are becoming
rap was heard at the door, and Mrs. amidst the shrubbery, nnd beyond it a neat and has yielded nearly 900 hand-worked hair, even if dork ; but half-tints,snch too particular. Turn the sociable genflints,
including
pieces
of
polished
Mitchell hurriedly spread a handkerchief brick house, substantialnnd home-like.
as pale yellow, maize, deep yellow, tur- tleman loose, Mr. Sheriff, and call the
over her face, nnd feigned sleep, while
They advanced slowly* up the walk, hatchets,scrapers, blades, points, and
quoise blue and hazy blue, would har- next case. ”—Arkansaw Traveler,
Josie poked the tell-tale letter into the fire, scarcely knowing what to do next, their two or three little polishers.
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Protect the Wells.
a Change!
A few short weeks ago that young girl was
The idea that the water of our wells
the personifloationof health, vigor, and is the purest obtainable was long ago
beauty. The blush upon her cheeks rivaled
that of the rose; her stop was light and exploded. Well water may be pure,
buoyant, her every movement was a revela* but its degree of purity depends wholly
tion of perfect physical health. Yet now upon its distance from all tilth. It is
•he Is pallid and haggard, and her super- now admitted that in many soils both
abundant vitality has given place to a
strange dullness and lassitude. What has air and water travel very freely under
caused this change? Functional Irregular- the surface. Some are so porous and
ities, which can be cured by Dr. Pierce’s deep that water will easily settle
“Favorite Prescription,"a remedy to which
through them and the bulk of "the filth
thousands of women to-day owe their lives.
be retained on the top loam ; and in
All druggists.
such cases it may bo said that ordinary
It is a difficult job to sot a hen or a good ex- cultivation and the growing vegetation
ample
will absorb the ob.ectiona
ectionableelement.
Water in such localities is regarded
“Fire-proof Paper May Be Made,”
says a scientific exchange, "from a pulp, pure and safe. But where wells are
consistingof one part vegetable liber, two shallow' and dug in clayey or imperparts asbestos,one-tenthpart borax, and vious soil, having near to or at their
one-fifthpart alum." It Is a pity that such
facts as the one following cannot bo writ- bottom an impervious stratum, they are
ten, printed, or otherwise preserved,upon likely to be receptaclesfor filth consome sort of Indestructiblepaper. "My wife tamination for many rods around. It
suffered seven years and was bedridden, does not follow that because the contoo," said W. E. Huestls, of Emporia, Kansas; "a number of physicians failed to help tents of sink drains soak out of sight
her. Dr. 1 iorce's ‘Golden Medical Discovery’ that the deadly element therein is gotcured her." All druggistssoli this remedy. ten rid of ; it too frequently finds its
Everybodyought to keep it. It only needs a way to the water which the family are
trial.
prone to extol as the very perfectionof
A Mexican lass remains & lass until she is purity. It is never safe to depend upiassoocl
on taste in this matter; if there is a
They are trying in Germany to find a substi- source of contamination near the well,
tute for India rubber. No one who has mod
rid yourself of it without delay; at least
Dr. Bigelow’s Positive Cure desires a substitute,
as it is eminentlysuccessful in coughs, colds, do not rest content until you have had

Whit

-

and

all

_

throat and lung diseases.

A woman physician is of no account unless
she’s kilifuL
I

cheerfullyrecommend Bod CloVor Tonic

those suffering from troubles of the stomach
and liver. I am now on my second bottle,and
it makes me feel like a new man. 0. M. Conto

Non, Nashua, Iowa.
A popular air with the ladies— “Sweet Buy
and Buy."

creamybalmCai*rrH
the

Cleanses

Head. Allays
Inflammation •

Make Haste to Defen<! Yourself
you live in a localitywhere malaria is prevalent, with a preventivethat experienceindicates as the most reliable of medical safeguards
— Hostolter’sStomach Bitters. Entirelyfree
from the objections -and they are valid ones—
which attach to the mineralalkaloid quinine, it is
far more effective, and its effectsare not evanescent, but lasting, unlike those of the drug. There
are portions of onr land— and none more beautiful and more fertile—which at no season of the
year are entirely exempt from the malarial
scourge. In such regions Hostotter'sStomach
Bitters lias undergone a continuous test for the
past thirty years, with results which have established its reputationbeyond all cavil as a
special defense against every form of malarial
disease. For biliousness, also, it is an acknowledged ipeeiflo,and it is a potent remedy for constipation.dyspepsia, rheumatism aud uu impovIf

erished condition of the blood.

Heals the Sores.
Restores the sen-

ses of

Taste,

Smell, Hearing.

A
&

quick

relief

ever

Positive Cure.

, a
A parueje
particle ts
in appnea
appliedinto

each nostril and is agreeable
to use. PriceCOcts.,
by mail oral druggiHts.Send for
circular.ELY I1HOTHEB8, Druggists,Owego, N. Y.

any truth in the theory that a string
amber beads kept around a child’s
nock will prevent croup, Babyhood
is

SPERRY

DAVIS’"®*

PAIN-KILLER
IS

RECOMMENDED BY

Physicians, Ministers, Missionaries, Managers of Factories, Workshops, Plantations, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

everybody everywhere who has
ever given

it

a trial.

TAKEN INTERNALLY, IT WILL BE FOUND
A NEVER FAILING CUBE FOR

SUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS
IN THE STOMACH. CHAMPS,
SUMMER and BOWEL COM-

or ashes daily thrown into the

vault, sink-drain, barnyard, etc., will
keep noxious odors Iron the air. If you
seek a rule as to how near a well may
safely be located to any filth collection,
know that if you describea circle about
the well as a centre, with a radius three
times its depth, and if there is no cause
of pollutionwithin the circumference,
the water is probably uncontaminated.
—American Cultivator.

"As much truth as in the theory that
the same ornament will prevent hayfever, or the prettier belief that

stop at the

AHraiid Union Hotel, opposite

at a wedding brings good luck to
the bridal pair. Pulverized amber used

When Gen. Tims was about 1G years
old he met with an exciting adventure.
APPLIED EXTERNALLY,
IT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE AND BEST He got home late one night and entered
the house through a window. His
LINIMENT ON EARTH FOR CURING

BITES, &c.
Prices. Ol/V,
25c, Wl/U,
50c. aid $1,110 per Bottle,

father, a very excitable old gentleman,
w as under the impression that a burg-

«“Beware of

Imitations. «*

Tims

a

eaal

Dr. Radway’!

__

Gabriel.
Chronic Rheumatism,Skin Diseases,and ImpnriHee
of the Blood. It builds up the broken-dota constitu-

C'~

D1, DR. TuSSwifk CO^New^rk.

“Why

Evan-

looking ont

Evangedaughter?” inquired the

dost thon wait there,

my

line,
mother.
“I

window

am waiting for

Gabriel,

•

mother,”

replied the girl, tenderly.
“He will not come, my dear,

in

"Put Up"

at the Gault

*

Devoted exclusivelyto the Field, Trap, Gun, Rifle,
1, Kennel,
and^ everything
of inten-st^tosportsBod,
Kennel,
.....

men.

.

sample copr-Jfree. Officers of sportsmen's associations, gun dubs,
oattona.
clubs, etc., are requests
requested to send lists
of mem bora, to whom sample copies '
Address, WESTERN SPORTSMAN,
f or

I

Dr. B. Butler, Master of Arts, Cambridge
Umversity, England, says: “St Jacobs Oil
acts like

maria"

Halt Bitters.
Do not get Hops and Halt Bitten ood>
founded with Inferior preparationsof similar
name. Take Nothing but Hoped Malt Bt*
ten if you want a sure Care.
.

The Genuine has Trade Mark and creasedred lines
on

wrapper.TAKE NO

HOPS l

OTHER.

NUT

“She

Mia

BITItRS CO, Dtot,

is Beautiful,”

“But-her breath-oh horrors I”
That sickening odor comes
from Catarrh, caused by a
Scrofulous taint in the blood,

which the best remedy

for

>

is

Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

“My daughter Bufferedfor years with
an obstluatoand offonslvo Catarrh. Her
voice was nffcctcd ; her throat filled with
purulent matter; she complained of head*
ache, with pains over tho eyes, and in the

nose, and was fearful that her lungs wero
involved in tho disease. Physicians proscribed for her, but yet iho grew worse,

and

until finally sho lost ail senso of smell

taste. Sho had no appetite,became bll-

y

lous, sallow, weak, emaciated,and discour-

aged. Having heard

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

highly recommended for Catarrh, I pur-

chased a dozen bottles, determined that

My

daughter commenced taking

entirelycured. Sho Is

Tho most

it,

,
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The attention of readersof First-class Htory Papers U called to THE CHICAGO LKDGKK. tho
largestFamily Story Paper in the United States. It
i* issued every week, and each nnniber contain*eight
largo pagea filledwith handsomelyillustrated Com.
pleteandContinued Htorles by the boil American
authors; Witty Nnylnun by the moat prominent

Strong ai Iron, Solid ai a Book,
The total quantityeold during ths
paat five year* amounted to over

bottS^IVlBSlqpVIfiMi IT.
All denier*

tide* of interestto ladies, by highly Intelligent lady
contributore ; and many otlier originalfoatun;* comprisediu a First-class Family ritary Paper.

TIIEICHICAGOLEDGER 1* now pronounced
in every

GLUE

MENDS EVERYTHING

humorous write re; Incident* and Anecdotes of
the Late War, from the pena of old eoldlorsin
both armies; the Latest Fashions, snd other sr-

esn
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1
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THE CHICAGO LEDGER, 871

Franklin

Street, Chicane, 111.
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FRAZER
AXLE GREASE.
Beet In ths Wsrld. Get Iks senulse.Kr-

PONSUMPIION,

MUSTANG

Uoasaads ef sasos of tbs went ktad sad of lose

ase

BIRVUl
A FAMILY MBDICIlfl THAT HAS HKAI
MILLIONS DURING SS TEARS !

BALM FOB EVERY WOUND
MAN AND BEAST!
The Oldest

ft

EVER MADE
Rbxbdt Conraar,
r.Lafayelie, Ind.
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circular*. Positionsfurnished. 908 N. Clark

A
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Life Experience. Remarkable and

quick cares. Trial Packages. Consultation and Books by Mall FREE. Address

Pr.

here and earn
pay. Situations
I furniahsd. Writs ValentineBros.,, Janesville, Wla.

Bhort-hand and typo-writing.
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way equal to any of the g3 Story Papers,and
sold for Just one-halfthat sum.
THE CHICAGO
has been publiehed
“Rough on Toothache.”Instant relief. 15a for fourteenyean, and is no new venture. It ia the
Only ritory Paper in the country that goea to its
WELL’S HAIR
nbscribera folded, pasted and trimmed so that readIf gray, restores to original color. An elegant era can readily turn from one page to another,withdressing, softens and beautifies. No oil nor out unfolding the entire paper.
grease. A Tonic Restorative.Htops hair coraTHE
will be mailed to
ing out; strengthens, cleanses, heals
scalp,
50c. any addrens for the year 880 for One Dollar and
fls
•
Fifty Cents, postage paid. It is a Three Dollar
RILE" PILLS
paper in every particular, but wiU be sold for the
start tho bile, rclioro tho bilious stomach,thick, year 18*1 at one half that sum. namely, One Dollar
aching head and overloadedbowels. Small gran- and Fifty Cents.
TIIE
is For Hale by
ules, small dose, big results, idc&sant iu operaNewsdealers, Postmaster* and Subscription Agents
tion, don’t disturb the stomach. 25a
throughout the United States.
JSjT Now Is the time to subscribe.
Bronchitis Is cu red by f requen t small doses
Ben A three cents in postage stamps for Hampls
of Piso'a Cure for Consumption.
It Numbi
Number* will bo mailed to any adCopyrfKsjt
drea* when aftniNTd?At
Addreu all oommunicatiousto

mother was confined to her bed four weeks with a
cough, and had every attention by a good physician,
but he failed to effect a cure, and when I got one bottle of your DR. WM. HALL'S BALSAM FOR THE
LUNOS, she began to mend right away. I can aay in
truth that it was the means of aaving her life. I know
of five cases that Dr. Hall’s Balsam has cured, and
my mother ia better than the has been for twenty

ho cured by using

iS SLICKER

"ROUGH ON CATARRH"

corns, bunions, 15a

may

Co., Lowell, Mass. Bold by Druggltta.Pries $1; six bottles, $5.

blains, itch, ivy poison, barber's itch. 50c. jars.

or soft

in perfect ,

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla:

“Rough on Itch” cures skin humors, eruptions,
ring worm, tetter, salt rheum, frosted foot, chil-

corrects offensive odors at once. Complete curs
of worst chronic cases ; also unoqualod as garglo
for diphtheria, sore throat, foul breath. 50c.

now

Schreiner,Sag Harbor, N. Y.

S.

obstinate and dangerous forms of Catarrh

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer

House.

rs.Tnali

Critic.

the worst formf of these terrible dlsesaee
have been quickly relieved and in
In a
s snort
short
time perfectly cured by the use of Hope dc
of

ONLY

Warner’s White wine of Tar Syrup—

this rain.”

Washington

such.

4 THOUSANDS OF OASES

health.”—

all

“Yes, he will, mother mine. Gabriel
does not fear a little wet like this. He
is a Baptist.”
In ten minutes Gabriel was in the
parlor asking for a drink of water.—

ments, and are too apt to be neglected as

Bittersin the
iron medicine that is not
injurious.I'hyiieiani ami Druggitti recommend it.

If yon will get your dealer to order from
his wholesale druggist oue dozen bottles

QEND

It was raining in torrents, and

geline stood by her
^b7d^gKL£;i?!fering1,eallh and vlgor’ into the night
/ RADWAY’8 BEADY RELIEF,
FoHhe rehef anc^nireof all ^alns^Ckingettion*and

_____ ,not cure in a
IRON
all other thorous
slowlv. When taken by mm the firstsymptom of
benefit is renewed energy.The musclesthen become
firmer, the digestion improves,tho bowels are active.
In iromsn the effect is uanally more rapid and marked.
The eyes begin at once to brighten:the skin dean
up; healthycolor comes to the cheeks: nervousness
liHsppoue; functionalderangements become regujar, antics nursing^mothorTsbundaMsustenance

and Teachers.

in the

SARSAPARILLIAN RESOLVENT

rreventothe growth to

before sho had finishedten bottles, was

.

DYSPEPSIA.

BinERS""1

BROWN’S

It

one Illness of a Dangerons Class of
Diseases that begin In mere trivial ailBert

Free to Ministers, Lawyers, Doctors,

......

According to the testimony of physicians
Hundred* of maladies spring from this complaint and coroners,in all parts of the Union, deaths
The symptoms of this diseasoare tiie symptoms of a
have resulted from the use of cough syrups,
broken-down Stomach, Indigestion, Flatulence,Heartcontaining morphia, opium, and other poisons. In this connection, Dr. Sam'l Cox,
for this complain They restore strength to the of Washington,aftercareful analyses,enRtomaftfciaad
to perform its
_ functions.
Take thePills according to the' directiona. and obeerve dorses Red Star Congh Core as being purely
vegetable,and absolutelyfree from opiates,
diet‘
poisons, and narcotici. Price, 25 cents.

mind andBody.

these aliments Iron is prescribeddaily.

editor.

you.”
“But, meche-ild,” groaned old Tims,
“when the bullets whistledaround your
head, what were your sensations, what
"ROUGH ON
were your thoughts?”
“Which?” inquired the youngster.
“What did you think about?”
“Nothing,”was the calm response;
“nothing at all.”
The Great Liver and Stomach Remedy,
And that was all they could get out
of him. The delighted father was so
Appetite,Headache. Constipation,Costivenesa,IndlgetUon, Dy«pepRi
. a, Biliousness,Inflammation of the proud of the boy’s coolness under fire
> Another Life Saved.
Bowelii, Piles, and all derangements
of the Internal
Viscera. Purely vegetable,containingno mercury. that he related the incident to everyJ.C.Grmy,of Dtdefille,Alt., writes us: "I hare
minerals, _or deleteriousdrugs. Price,23 cents per body in town. After that young Tims
been using your DR. WM. BALL'S BALSAM FOR
3X. Sold by aU drugcl-ta.
had a tremendousreputation for cour- THE LUNGS, and I can aay of a trutn it ia far superior to any other long preparation in the world. My
age.—
Constitution.

RADWAI’S

all

writcousucss: tho conscientious

“Rough on Corns, "hard

"I thought I’d wait till you got
through. I don’t like to interrupt

DR.

gla-for

rying away

this mcdicino should have n thorough trial.

Full of

light

nity:

Liver, Kidney and Uiinstry diseases,carallpolsonotte matter and re*
•taring the Blood to a healthy condltioa,
enriching; It, refreshing and Invigorating

cures Indigestion,DlllouNnrsstWenknrss,
Dyspepsia, .Malaria,(‘bills and Fevers,
Tired Feeling, tieneml Debility, Pain laths
(Side, Dark or Llmbs.IIeadacbe and Nenral-

Hair Itenowerfor' diseases of the scalp and hair.

upon the situI have not bad any trouble with the
ation and discovered that the supposed rheumatismsince taking Athiophoros,which
burglar was his sou. After the flurry entirely cured me. I think it a great remedy, and fully recommend it to all who are
was over the boy was asked why he afflictedwith the rheumatism. G. W. L. L.
had not revealed his identity. Turn- Healy, Shannon,III.
ing his solemn and impressive face to
“Rough on Rats” clears out Rata, Mice. 15a
his father he replied with quiet dig
flashed

BinERSte'SES

IRON

1 *

"ROUGH ON FILES."
lar was in the house, and catching a
Why suffer Piles? Immediate relief and comglimpse of a dark figure in the hall, he plete cure guarimtoed.Ask for "Bough ou Piles.”
fired at it six times with his revolver. Sure cure for itching,protruding, blooding, or any
form of Piles. 50o. At Druggists' or Mailed.
Having exhausted his powder and ball,
old

For Sale by all Medicine Dealers.

be

"ROUGH ON

&c.

SPRAINS, BRUISES, RHEUMATISM .NEURALGIA TOOTH.
ACHE, BURNS, FROST-

amber

worn

Tho business man or tourist will find first013 rooms, fitted up at a cost of one million
class accommodations at tho low price of $2
dollars^ $1 and upwards per day. Euronoan and $2.50 per day at tho Gault House, Chicaulan. Elevator. Restaurant supplied with the go, corner Clinton and Madison streets.This
nest Horse cars, stages,
stages,amt elevatedrail- far-famed hotel is located in the center of the
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for city, only one block from tho Union Depot
less money at the Grand Union Hotel than at
Elevator; all appointments tlrst-class.
any other first-classhotel in the city.
Hoyt A Gates, Proprietors.

Youth.

BITTERS.

win cure any case of Liver and Kidney
troubles when properly taken. It U a perfect
renovator and Invigorator.
mvigoratoi*‘
It cleanses the eye*
tem of the poisonous humors that developin
It

Grand CentralDepot

A Plucky

MALT

HtlOWN’* IRON B1TTBR8

the best remedy in the world for Coughs,
Colds, Asthma, Catarrh, and Consumption, I wjll send two bottles free. Recommend to your friends. Send name of
druggist who gives tho order. Map of Holy
Important.
When you visit or leave New York City, save Land free with medicine. Address Dr. C.
baggage,expressage,and 33 carriage hire, and D. Warner, Chicago,111. All druggists.

PLAINTS, SORE
THROAT,

?

minute.Like

:

sold as a love-philter. While
nobody believes nowadays with Moore’s
peri that the fossil gum which looks
the water subjectedto a thorough like crystallized sunshine is wept by
chemical analysis. Dr. Folsom, who the sorrowing sea-bird, enough mystery
was so long connected with the Massaclings to its origin to make it a favorite
chusetts Board of Health, Lunacy and with the superstitious. Except that it
Charity,said that “it is impossibly to is lighter than glass, and, as an indifsay that a well is safe at any ordinary
ferent conductor of heat, not so cold,
distance from a source of constant
there is no advantage in it above a
pollution of the neighboringsoil, like
string of yellow glass beads as curaa privy, cesspool, barnyard, etc. ” He
tive, preventive,or charm.”
further remarks that “there is always a
risk,” and that “the ordinary privy
Some persons confer what they call
should be abolished.”There is no a “trifling favor,” but they expect
doubt that many cases of scarlet fever, something in return, if not in magnidiphtheria, etc., often have their partude in multitude. They expect small
entage in the cesspool. Typhoid fever, change for their dollar.
which has in so many cases been traceable to polluted wells, was some years
A perfect specific— Dr. Sago’s Catarrh
ago found to be most prevalent in the Hemody.
rural districts.To provide proper sanDo you enjoy good health?"asked Cross.
itary measures will, to be sure, take a _ Why,
of course. Who doesn't?” replied
V > Jyea,
unl v
Kobh tersely.
little time; but it need involve very little expense. Where there is an abundAyer’s Ague Cure neutralizes the miasmatic
ant supply of running water near by, poison which causes fever aud ague.
undergrounddrains will satisfactorily
A friend of ours, absent on a trip to Washdispose of animal filth from a sanitarian ington, writes that ho has been all through the
point of view ; but on the farm it is de- uatioual capital aud cousidorabloof hia own.
sirable to utilize this for fertilizing
Clergyman and physicians recommendHall’s
purposes, and an abundant supply of
peat

thing " Well, it doesn't. But it doea cure any dlseam
(or which a reputable physicianwould preecnb
Physiciansrecognise
rest.
reoognits Don
Iron aa the best restorative
agent known to the profouion,end inquiryof any
leading chemical firm will substantiate tho assertion
that there are more preparations
of iron than of any
other snbetanoeused in medicine. This shows conclusivoly.that iron is acknowledged to be tho most
importantfactor in successful medicalpractice. It is,
however a remarkable fact, that prior to the diacov«y of
no perfectly satisfactory iron combinationh«d ever been found.

BITTERS

of

’

Bitters
ANSWERED.

BROWN’S

In response to a letter asking if there

to

Browns Iron

headache,or produce constipation—
all otbpr Iron
medicines do. BROWN’S IRON

Amber Beads and Croup.

says

A QUESTION ABOUT

SALES

AMERICA.

LARGER THAH EVEK,

The Mexican Mas tans Liniment has
been known for more Ahan thlrtv-llve
years as the best of all Liuimenu, for
Man and Beast. Its sales to-day arc
larger than ever. It onrea when all
others fail, and penetratesskin, tendoil
and muscle, to the very bone. Sold
everywhere.

CO., Loultiana, Mo.

01

Best Linimentl
IN

WARP A

JM

Complete restorationto

Health'

and Vigor

•

•

JUST LOOK THESE OVER,
Colfls,

-•

^

i?r

We

-XZ&F? r

' *'**. Wjfr'

Defy Competition

coughs and Incipient consumption cured

standing, knowh and used all over the world.
yourself the favor to give it a trial.

Yon

-

-

'

•

will be

MEN'S

amply repaid.

^

!

“Have used Dr. Thomas’ EclectrlcOil for croup
and colds, and declare It a postivecure.” Con-

Wm.

tributed by

Betlstei.TiHeklfc

Flour and Feed,

The Choicest and Best Pat-

and Glassware,

terns put into Ready-Made All kinds of Building
Clothing can be found at our

made

Work

to order.

ones.

With honest afid fair dealing he hopes tov retain
old customers of the store and obtain mnuv
new
J

-

Kay, 570 Plymouth Avo., Buffalo.

POWDER

of the Latest Styles,

IF

FOBFEI!

CALL AND SEE
Holland. MicB., April 15.

sin.” First small boy— “That

ain’t

Otto Breyman

Gold and

Silver

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE

O KT ID R I

West’s Liver Pills— genuine wrapper In
blue— the standard remedy for liver complaint, dyspepsia,indigestionand sick

headache. All

Thti Cigar will prove ai reprinted aad win
advertised In every town for live dealer* who will
appreciatelu merit* and path It accordingly.

live lx

ketee

Co.

&

for

Sale at Peter Ste9-3m

186 Filth AYenne,

-

cholera morbus, pains in stomach or bowels, cramp, colic, chills or summer complaint. 25c. All druggists.

Holland, Mich., May

Van Pita fi Sons

A Card.
To

who

are sufferingfrom the errors
and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac., 1
will send a recipe that will cure you,
FREE OF CHARGE. This great remedy
was discovered by a missionaryin Booth
America. Bend a self-addressed envelope
to the Rev. Joseph T. Inman, Station D,
New York
20-ly
all

City.

Why

at

Y.

Chicago,III St. Louis, Mo.

Dallas,

Tex.

San Francisco, Cal.

i-LMEPH

Meyer,

Bremer &
DEALERS

Co.,

the store of

CARPETS. ETC.

- -

Holland,

Michigan,

Hosiery and Underwear.
Buttons, Embroideries,Laces
and White Goods.

G.

VAN PUTTEN &

Holland,Mich., April

SONS.

Brusse Bros.

full

and complete line of

ABB
I

BUGGIES. Estimates given

have recently commenced the manufactureof

kinds

have the agency in this city

Platform, Combination

&

Needle Gas Lamp.
These lamps are a great imrovement on all other lamps
oth as to quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.

Holland.June

-

CLOTHS AND CASSIMERES

14.

B.
1882

To which I invite the attention of all who desire
a light and durable wagon.
I

ig

have on band a isgre assortment of

BUO-O-IES

Which

am making

Stairs,

CHECK AND PLAID

Doors, Blinds,

Brackets, etc.

WYNHOFF.

Carriage

and Wagon

Van Duren
(Successorsto D. B,

Fend 11X10 for enough
Satisfactionguaranteed
or money cheerfully refunded. Send for Lluatrated circular, Ac.
A cent* Wanted.

popular at present. Also
staple

Hie Acme

New

DIAGONAL AND CORKSCBEW SUITING

Bros.

’86.

LVaiBaalte,)

Trade

27,

1888.

With Us!
——AT—

Dealers In

Boots, Shoes,

E. HEBOID’S

RUBBERS. ETC.

Co.,

Carlisle, 0.

E«

Have

Just receiveda Complete Line of

ATTENTION

i

Honest Goods

’S

‘the

II

Farmers and
We

We

will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolti you can make and deliver the year

round, viz:

Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bo'ts, 80 inches
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.

Honest Prices!

FOOTWEAR.

Woodsmen.

at low prices.

we

MMn

Look Box

which are always fashionable

can make up and sell
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE,
Bfuiees. Sores, Ulcers, Balt Rheum, Fever
Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Coma, and all skin eruptions, and positive- while in the matter of fitting
ly cores Piles, or no pay required. It is and making up
shall aim
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,or
money ‘refunded. Price 25 cents per box. to improve continually.
For sale by H. Walsh, Holland,and A.
BRUSSE BROS.
De Kruif, Zeeland. Mich.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 25,
>tf

made and

furnished.

Penetrative to burn 12

Cassimeres and which are very

goods were bought
low figures and we

Mouldings,

Painting

Holland, May

InrgeorlSsmallstumps.

up

Hand Railing, Sash

Thev cannot be beat, and I make anythingin the
hardwood line.

GREEN OR DRY.

can make

lone on short notice.

ALL KINDS OF OARS

ROOTS AND ALL,

have an assortment which we

and Re-sawing

I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.
I

sulphur, saltpeteror explosives,but Is a compound, which, if put In
the stump and set firs
to, will burn It,

manufacture and importations

cheaper grade of suitings we

ished and completed.

Call and See Me before PurchasOffice and Shop on River street,
ing Elseivhere,
near the corner of Tenth street,
P08ITIVILY BURNS
J. FLIEMAN,
STUMPS.
Holland, Mich. March 18, 1886.
JAS. HUNTLEY.
No crude petroleum,

than ever before. The latest

purposes. In

of buildings, fin-

SIBXtACME PENETRATIVE.

l

for dress

for all

Express Wagons,

for the celebrated

larger and Goods delivered free of charge,

more complete stock of

HUNTLEY,

JAS.

BEST WAGONS

CROCKERY

Hats

1886.

10,

White Goods,

Etc., in endless variety.

always on hand.

Groceries.

Bole Prop’s West’s Liver Pills.

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

I

of

JOHN O. WEST & CO.,
W. MADISON 8T., CHICAGO, ILLS.,

JIapufactnres aud sells the

A

Full Stock

m

FLIEMAN

B. WYNHOFF, J.
Skirts, Hosiery,

A

To cure any case. With each order received by ns
for six boxes, accompanied with $5.00, we wili
Bend the purchaserour writtenguarantee to refund the money if the treatmentdoes noteneefi
a euro. Guarantees issued only by

862

and Towels.

of

Db E. C. West's Nervk and Brain TheatUint, a guaranteed epociho for Hysteria, Dutineea. Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia,
Henancho,Nervous Prostrationcaused by thousa
of alcoholor tobacco. Wakefulness,Mental Depression, Softeningof the Brain resulting in insanity and leadingto misery, decay ami death,
Premature Old Ago, Barrenness,Loss of power
in either sex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exortion of the brain, seifabuse or over-indulgence. Each box contains
ono month’s treatment. |lX)0a box.pr six boxes
for$5X)U,sent by moil prepaidon receipt of pnee.

WE GUARANTEE SIX BOXES

IN

Furniture, Wall Paper,

Woolens & Cottons,

you suffer when one bottle of
All our
West’s World’s Wonder will relieve, am
two to three bottles cure any case of rheu- early at
matism. 25 and 50c. Your druggist sells U.
will

Ga.

50-6

warrant it and will promptly refund the
money paid for it if a beneficial effect is in
not experienced by the time two-thirds of
the contents of the bottle is used. Sold
by H. Walsh &
14-4t
West’s Pain King should be kept in
every house for sudden attacks of cramps,
colic, painter’scolic, ‘cholera morbus, flux
and dysentery. Only 25c. All druggists.

1884.

Dry Goods & Groceries,

It is

Bon.

Atlanta,

BREYMAN.

12,

going on in the stock of

Dress Goods,

Co.

-ORANGE, MASS.—
30 Union Square,N.

Genuine Cyclone
is

Dry Goods,

Made

Net Hoi Seraii

to be just as represented.

O.

New Spring Styles

1

EQUAL

the Goods are warranted

trouble to show Goods.

The true remedy has at last been discovered. It was long known in his practice
as Dr. Pete’s Lung Food for Consumption.

now called Dr. Pete’s 35-cent Cough
Cure. It is the safest, the surest and the
best. No other Cough, Cold, and Consumption remedy is half its equal. We

HAS NO

am prepared to do re^airirg and en
graving promptly and iu the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No

H. WALSH’S.
G,

is Wealth

SEWING-MACHINE

I

A.T

XUB'X'AXXi

Have on hand a
Xoney Refunded.

Real

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS. PERFECT SATISFACTION

CHICAGO.

West’s Pain King— the household reme-

dy. Always useful. .Never fails to cure

Q S

SPECTACLES
All

AddressBAMHART BROS, Bole Agents,

druggists.

Lucky Star Cigar

IST

and a

Stars are union made. Peter
9-3m

agents

KIM POTTER.

also keep on hand a large assortment of

I

Any

Lucky

and Cuff

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.

at Ilea-

ever displayed in this city.

Itch, Prairie, ange, and Scratchesof
every kind cured iu 30 minutes by Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

Steketee & Co. Sole

Collar

free.

The largest assortmentof

I A. ]VE

r/

Table Linens,

case of lame back cured by a few
applications of West’s World's Wonder;
also cures sprains, bruises, cuts and burns.
Cheapest anA best. All druggists.

Watches

box

sonable Prices,

All druggists.

Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6-ly

and Cuffs

Chicago Clothing House.
Every Customer gels a

Delicate females, old people and childeren are always ple»sed with West’s Liver Pills. Mild, effective and they always cure. 30 sugar coated pills 25c.

This never fails. Bold by Kremers &

WERKMAN.

1885.

Shirts, CoDars

Dave on baud their Spring Stock of

filling.

23.

RUNNINGS

>THE LIGHT

Silmatt Phtefaiti, and Fanct Goods,

much:

Star Cigar is clear Havanna
9-3m

Holland, Mich.. July

30-ly

-dealer in-

NOT HAVANA FILLER.

we’re past redemption.”

Lucky

ll-:im.

1885.

25,

DIAMONDS,

small

Purify your blood and regulate your 11,ver and digestive organs before the heat
of summer, and thus save a doctor’s bill
by the timely use of West’s Liver Pills.
All druggists.

1886.

Holland. Mich., Ang.

R. E.

S.DeMERELL,

R.

LEAVE YOUR

Catechetical.

boy— “Oh, we’re in the middle of original

Give me a Call.

US.

FILLMORE BIRD.

IFOXl ° CSJWTB-

Sunday-school Second

There is a telephone in the store, and ail orders
given throughIt will be promptly attended to.

give Satisfaction.

Jewelry, Watches,

Son.

are you in

to charge

-AT THE-

that it brings about a healthy action of the
entire human organism that can hardly be
credited by those who have not seen the
remarkable results that have followed its
use. Sold by H. Walsh &
14-4

First small boy— “Say, Johnnie, where

Work Warranted

All

Absolutely Pure.

$1000

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of

of all kinds neatly executed.

Xew Goods and

All

_ _

A Simple Cure for Dyspepsia.
Probably never In the history of Proprietary medicineshas any article met sue
cess equal to that which has been showered upon Golden Seal Bitters.Why,
such has been the suceess of this discovery, that nearly every family in whole
neighborhoodshave been taking it at the
same time. Golden Seal Bitters combines
the best remedies of the vegetable kingdom, and in such proportions as to derive
their greatest medicinal ettect with the
least disturbance to the whole system. In
fact flits preparationis so well balanced
in its action upon the alimentary canal,
the Liver, the Kidneys, the Stomach, the
Bowels, and the circulation of the Blood,

WORN GOODS

NO SHOP

This powder never varies.A marvel of parity,
strengtnand wholesomcncss. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
West’s
cures whooping- competition with the multitude of low test, short
cough, asthma, bronchitis, consumption, weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans. Royal Baking Powdeh Co., 106 Wall-st,
and all throat and lung diflcultics, 25c , New York.
_
39-48w
50c. and $1.00. All druggists.
-«•*-

Work

Cemetery

Cough Syrup

N. Y.

!

Crockery,

Store.

_

Store

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman,on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will herealter conductthe business. 11c has a large stock of

all

^

v'^-Vrfv '-^*

Cheap Cash

MONUMENTS,

CLOTHING

them always. Sold by H. Walsh.

_

^

GRANITE AND MARBLE

BOYS

and

Wonderful Cures.
W. H. Boyt A Co., Wholesaleand Retail Druggists of Rome, Ga., say: We have been selling
Dr. King’* New Discovery,Electric Bitters and
Bucklen'sArnica Salve for two years. Have
never handled remedies that sell as well, or give
such universal satisfaction. There have been
some wonderfulcures effectedby these medicines
In this city. Several cases of prononneed Consumption have been entirelycured by use of a few
bottles of Dr. Klng’slfewDiscovery, taken in connection with Electric Bitters. We guarantee

druggists.

•

and carefullyselected stock of

Do

West’s World’s Wonder or Family Liniment, a superior remedy for neuralgia,
rheumatism, lame back, sprains, bruises,
cuts, burns, or wounds. Cheaper, goes
further, lasts longer than any other. All

vf

PHOENIX

R.N.DoMERELL,
—
—
dealer in

and wish to announce that we have a large

by Dr. Bull's Cough Syrup, a remedy of fiftyyears’

^

i-yywW

also wish to inform the public that we have
reuined the services of Mr. Wm. Bakker,
who is now prepared to do

AIIKinds of Custom

and to wait upon his many friends
may wish to give us a call.

who

REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
VAN DUREN BROS.,
Van

Raalte’sOld Stand, 8th St.
Holland, Mich., April 16,
11 6t.

Vvr

in the city, always on hand.

Work

long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolls 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contract! or further information apply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
ED. VER SCHURE, Bupt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ .store.

BEST $3.00 SHOE

1886.

Repairing promptly and
.

NO.

neatly done.
46,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

HEROLD.

Holland, Mich., March 20, 1886.

